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ABSTRACT
Conventional planar video streaming is the most popular applica-
tion in mobile systems. The rapid growth of 360◦ video content and
virtual reality (VR) devices is accelerating the adoption of VR video
streaming. Unfortunately, video streaming consumes significant
system energy due to high power consumption of major system
components (e.g., DRAM, display interfaces, and display panel)
involved in the video streaming process. For example, in conven-
tional planar video streaming, the video decoder (in the processor)
decodes video frames and stores them in the DRAM main memory
before the display controller (in the processor) transfers decoded
frames from DRAM to the display panel. This system architecture
causes large amount of data movement to/from DRAM as well as
high DRAMbandwidth usage. As a result, DRAM by itself consumes
more than 30% of the video streaming energy.

We propose BurstLink, a novel system-level technique that im-
proves the energy efficiency of planar and VR video streaming.
BurstLink is based on two key ideas. First, BurstLink directly trans-
fers a decoded video frame from the video decoder or the GPU to
the display panel, completely bypassing the host DRAM. To this
end, we extend the display panel with a double remote frame buffer
(DRFB) instead of DRAM’s double frame buffer so that the system
can directly update the DRFB with a new frame while updating the
display panel’s pixels with the current frame stored in the DRFB.
Second, BurstLink transfers a complete decoded frame to the display
panel in a single burst, using the maximum bandwidth of modern
display interfaces.

Unlike conventional systems where the frame transfer rate is lim-
ited by the pixel-update throughput of the display panel, BurstLink
can always take full advantage of the high bandwidth of modern
display interfaces by decoupling the frame transfer from the pixel
update as enabled by the DRFB. This direct and burst frame transfer
of capability BurstLink significantly reduces energy consumption
of video display by 1) reducing accesses to DRAM, 2) increasing
system’s residency at idle power states, and 3) enabling temporal
power gating of several system components after quickly transfer-
ring each frame into the DRFB.
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BurstLink can be easily implemented in modern mobile systems
with minimal changes to the video display pipeline. We evaluate
BurstLink using an analytical power model that we rigorously
validate on an Intel Skylake mobile system. Our evaluation shows
that BurstLink reduces system energy consumption for 4K planar
and VR video streaming by 41% and 33%, respectively. BurstLink
provides an even higher energy reduction in future video streaming
systems with higher display resolutions and/or display refresh rates.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conventional planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video streaming is the
most prevalent application in mobile devices [18]. Virtual reality
(VR) video streaming is emerging as one of the most important
applications in the entertainment market [117]. Cisco predicts that
video streaming will generate more than 79% of mobile data traffic
by 2022 [22], and Goldman Sachs predicts that around 79 million
users will use VR video streaming by 2025 [49]. To provide users
with an immersive experience, video formats and mobile display
panels support increasingly high resolutions (e.g., 4K [6, 88]) and
refresh rates (e.g., 120Hz [89]). These trends come at the cost of
significantly higher energy consumption of video display, which
negatively impacts the battery life of a mobile device [100]. Mobile
systems need an efficient planar/VR video display architecture that
provides high energy efficiency while enabling high video/display
resolutions and refresh rates.

In conventional mobile systems, DRAM main memory and the
display panel consume the majority of planar video streaming
energy. Fig. 1 shows the measured energy consumption break-
down of a real Intel Skylake [27, 96] mobile system while stream-
ing 30 frames-per-second (FPS) videos of full-high-definition
(FHD, 1920×1080), quad-high-definition (QHD, 2560×1440), and
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4K (3840×2160) resolutions.1 We break down the system energy
consumption into three major components: DRAM (main memory),
Display (all components in an LCD [21] display panel), and Others,
which includes three main components: the processor (including
the video decoder and display controller), network (WiFi), and stor-
age (eMMC). As a single decoded frame’s size becomes as large
as tens of megabytes for a very high-resolution video (e.g., 24MB
for a 4K video), DRAM alone contributes more than 30% of the
total system energy consumption. State-of-the-art VR streaming
schemes [68, 116], which significantly reduce the energy for Oth-
ers (especially the processor) compared to unoptimized VR video
streaming [37, 48], do not affectDRAM&Display and show similar
trends in the energy consumption breakdown (not shown here).
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Figure 1: Energy consumption of a modern mobile comput-
ing system while streaming videos at various resolutions,
normalized to FHD.

In this paper, we find two inefficiencies of conventional video
display schemes that result in the underutilization of advanced
architectural features widely available in modern mobile computing
systems. First, the video decoder or GPU stores video frames in the
DRAMmainmemory before the display controller (in the processor)
transfers these frames fromDRAM to the display panel. This system
architecture causes large amount of data movement to/from DRAM
as well as high DRAM bandwidth usage. Modern mobile systems
commonly employ a remote frame buffer (RFB) inside the display
panel to improve energy efficiency in a static-image display (see
Section 2.3 for more details). Unfortunately, current video streaming
architectures do not utilize the RFB due to a few limitations. For
example, when other planes (e.g., graphical user interface (GUI) and
cursor planes) must be displayed in addition to the video plane, the
display controller (DC) must first merge them with the video plane
to generate a single frame that the DC sends to the display panel.
However, when there is no interaction between the video plane and
other planes, we could significantly reduce energy consumption if
we send the decoded video frames directly to the display and bypass
host DRAM. Unfortunately, current video streaming architectures
do not utilize this opportunity due to limitations in datapaths of
both the processor and the display panel.

Second, conventional video processing and display schemes un-
derutilize the high bandwidth provided by modern display inter-
faces. The state-of-the-art embedded-DisplayPort (eDP) [103, 105]
interface supports a peak bandwidth of 25.92 Gbps [105] to cope
with high-quality videos with high resolutions and frame rates.
However, even when displaying a 4K 60FPS video, conventional
mobile systems send each frame at a transfer rate of about 11.3

1Recent works also show similar trends on ARM system-on-chips (SoCs) [74, 113].

Gbps. This underutilization is because the display panel’s pixel-
update bandwidth dictates the frame transfer rate between the host
system and the display panel. The eDP-bandwidth underutiliza-
tion negatively affects energy efficiency since a long time spent for
actively transferring frames reduces the time that the system can
spend in low-power states. This inefficiency is expected to remain
for the coming years, considering the large quality gap between
displays and video contents [32, 50, 98]: while modern displays
increasingly support higher resolutions and refresh rates, a signifi-
cant majority of video streaming content is still in high definition
(HD) or standard definition (SD) resolution [32, 98]. For example, a
recent study [32] reports that 4K TVs account for about 55% of the
TV market, while only less than 10% of video content provided by
major streaming platforms (e.g., Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, and
YouTube) is in 4K resolution with frame rates higher than 30FPS.

Based on these two major observations, we propose BurstLink,
a new system-level technique that improves both planar and VR
video streaming energy efficiency. BurstLink exploits advanced ar-
chitectural features that are available yet underutilized in modern
mobile systems. BurstLink is based on two key ideas. First, we
introduce Frame Buffer Bypassing, a novel mechanism that enables
direct transfer of a decoded video frame from the host system di-
rectly to the display panel, completely bypassing the host DRAM.
To allow the system to transfer a new frame while the display panel
updates pixels with the current frame in the remote frame buffer, we
extend the display panel with a double remote frame buffer (DRFB).
Using the DRFB, the system can directly update one of the buffers
of the DRFB with a new frame while updating the panel’s pixels
with the current frame stored in the other buffer of the DRFB. Sec-
ond, we introduce Frame Bursting, a novel mechanism that enables
transferring a whole decoded frame to the display panel in a single
burst using the maximum bandwidth of modern display interfaces.
Unlike conventional systems where the pixel-update throughput
of the display panel limits the frame transfer rate, BurstLink can
always take full advantage of the high bandwidth of modern display
interfaces by decoupling the frame transfer from the pixel update
using the DRFB.

The direct and bulk frame transfer enables BurstLink to sig-
nificantly reduce energy consumption over a conventional video
display scheme in twoways. First, by directly transferring processed
video frames from the video decoder or GPU to the display panel
without buffering them into the host DRAM (i.e., Frame Buffer By-
passing), BurstLink saves a significant fraction of the DRAM energy
consumption. Second, by transferring an entire frame at the maxi-
mum display interface bandwidth (i.e., Frame Bursting), BurstLink
reduces the usage of the processor and the display subsystem since
they are active only during the burst period, thereby allowing the
system to enter deep low-power states more frequently by turning
off unused resources (e.g., the display controller, display interface,
and host DRAM). In addition to planar/VR video display, Frame
Bursting is also applicable to other important mobile workloads
like casual gaming and office productivity [7, 12].

We evaluate BurstLink using an analytical power model that we
rigorously validate with a real modern Intel Skylake [96] mobile
system. Our evaluation shows that BurstLink 1) reduces system
energy consumption for 4K 60FPS planar and 360◦ VR video stream-
ing by 41% and 33%, respectively, and 2) provides an even higher
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reduction as display resolution and/or display refresh rate increases.
BurstLink also reduces system energy consumption for video con-
ferencing, MobileMark [12], and casual gaming [7] workloads by
30%, 28%, and 27%, respectively, mainly by utilizing the Frame
Bursting technique of BurstLink.

BurstLink aims to improve the energy efficiency of video stream-
ing, one of the most important application scenarios in modern
mobile computing systems. However, BurstLink can also be used
in more general frame-based applications such as video capture
(recording), audio streaming, video chat, social networking, and
interactive games. A general takeaway from BurstLink is that using
main memory (DRAM) as a communication hub between system
components is energy-inefficient. Instead, BurstLink uses small
remote memory near the data consumer (e.g., a display panel) to
significantly reduce the number of costly main memory accesses
in frame-based applications.

We make the following key contributions in this work:

• We provide the first study that identifies the main energy
inefficiencies in traditional video display schemes of mobile
systems and proposes novel techniques in both the processor
and display panel to address the inefficiencies.

• We propose BurstLink, a new energy-efficient video display
scheme based on two key new ideas: 1) Frame Buffer Bypass-
ing, which transfers a decoded video frame directly to the
display panel without buffering it in the host DRAM, and 2)
Frame Bursting, which burst-transfers each decoded frame
to the display panel as quickly as possible and thus increases
opportunities for system idleness.

• We evaluate BurstLink using a thoroughly-validated ana-
lytical power model, which we open-source online [1]. Our
evaluation shows that BurstLink reduces system energy con-
sumption for 4K 60FPS planar and VR video streaming by
41% and 33%, respectively. BurstLink’s energy reduction in-
creases with higher display resolutions, making BurstLink an
even better fit for next-generation high-resolution displays.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Mobile SoC Microarchitecture
The microarchitecture of a mobile system-on-chip (SoC) typically
consists of the following components.
Main SoC Domains. A high-end mobile processor (e.g., Intel Sky-
lake [27], AMD Kabini [16], Samsung Exynos [47]) is commonly
implemented as an SoC that integrates three main domains into a
single chip: 1) compute domain, such as CPU cores and graphics
engines, 2) IO domain, which includes several intellectual proper-
ties (IPs) sharing the IO interconnect (e.g., display controller (DC),
image signal processing engine (ISP), video decoders (VDs), video
encoders (VEs)), and 3)memory domain, which includes thememory
controller and the DRAM interface.
IO Interconnect. IO interconnects, e.g., Intel On-chip System Fab-
ric (IOSF) [65] and ARM Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architec-
ture (AMBA) [10, 77], are on-chip communication technologies. IO
Interconnect allows multiple IPs to 1) perform peer-to-peer (P2P)
communication [76] and 2) access main memory (DRAM) using
direct memory access (DMA) [67].

P2P and DMA Engines. IO IPs are typically equipped with DMA
and P2P engines [63]. The DMA engine enables the IP to access
the main memory directly, while the P2P engine enables direct
communication between two IPs without copying data to main
memory. P2P reduces the data transmission delay and increases the
overall available system bandwidth. DMA and P2P engines each
have control registers (CRs) that the IP driver configures.
Traditional Display Subsystem. Fig. 2 shows an overview of a
conventional display subsystem, which consists of five main com-
ponents: two on the processor side (i.e., the Video Decoder (VD) and
Display Controller (DC)) and three on the display panel side (i.e.,
the embedded-DisplayPort (eDP) Receiver, Pixel Formatter (PF), and
Remote Frame Buffer (RFB), all inside the timing-controller (T-con)2).
We explain video processing steps and power states in more detail
in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively, using Fig. 2 as a basis.
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Figure 2: Overview of a conventional display subsystem.

2.2 System Idle Power States (C-states)
The Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI [102])3 de-
fines a processor’s idle power states, commonly called C-states [102].
C-states are defined for two primary levels: 1) component level,
such as thread (TCi), core (CCi), and graphics (RCi) C-states, and
2) SoC level, known as package C-states (PCi or Ci) [42, 55].

A package C-state defines an idle power state of the system
(consisting of the processor, chipset, external memory devices). A
system enters a specific package C-state depending on each system
component’s idle power state (component C-state). Various levels
of package C-states exist to provide a range of power consumption
levels with various techniques such as clock gating at the uncore
level [42, 55] or a nearly complete shutdown of the system [45]. The
ACPI standard includes recommendations on the C-states, but man-
ufacturers are free to define their C-states and the SoC’s behavior
at each C-state. In this work, we focus on the package C-states of
the Intel Skylake architecture [55], but similar idle power state def-
initions exist in other architectures (e.g., AMD [4] and ARM [82]).
Table 1 shows all package C-states of the Intel Skylake architecture
and the major conditions under which the power management unit
(PMU) places the SoC into each package C-state (a similar table
exists in the Intel manual [55]).

2A timing controller (T-con) is a circuit that processes and coordinates the col-
oration of the pixels in a display panel [92].

3ACPI [102] is an industry standard that is widely used for OS-directed configu-
ration, power management, and thermal management of computing systems.
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Table 1: Package C-states in the Intel Skylake mobile SoC.

Package
C-state

Major conditions to enter the package C-state

C0 One or more cores or graphics engine executing instructions
C2 All cores in CC3 (clocks off) or deeper and graphics engine in

RC6 (power-gated). DRAM is active.
C3 All cores in CC3 or deeper and graphics engine in RC6. Last-

Level-Cache (LLC) may be flushed and turned off, DRAM in
self-refresh (SR), most IO and memory domain clocks are gated,
some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., DC and Display IO).

C6 All cores in CC6 (power-gated) or deeper and graphics
engine in RC6. LLC may be flushed and turned off, DRAM
in self-refresh, IO and memory domain clock generators are
turned off. Some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., VD, DC).

C7 Same as Package C6 while some of the IO and memory
domains are power-gated.

C8 Same as Package C7 with additional power-gating in the IO
and memory domains. Only DC and Display IO are ON.

C9 Same as Package C8 while all IPs must be off. Most VRs
voltage are reduced. The display panel can be in PSR.

C10 Same as Package C9 while all SoC VRs (except always-on
VR) are off. The display panel is off.

2.3 Display Panel Refresh
Current display technologies require the host SoC to refresh the
display panel several tens of times every second [69]. For example,
a display panel with a refresh rate of 60Hz is refreshed 60 times per
second. During each frame refresh window (i.e., 1/refresh_rate), the
display controller (DC) inside the host SoC transfers a full-frame
to the display panel by repeatedly performing three steps: the DC
1) fetches a portion of the image data from the DRAM frame buffer
(
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Table 1: Package C-states in the Intel Skylake mobile SoC.

Package
C-state Major conditions to enter the package C-state

C0 One or more cores or graphics engine executing instructions

C2 All cores in CC3 (clocks off) or deeper and graphics engine in
RC6 (power-gated). DRAM is active.

C3

All cores in CC3 or deeper and graphics engine in RC6. Last-
Level-Cache (LLC) may be flushed and turned off, DRAM in
self-refresh (SR), most IO and memory domain clocks are gated,
some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., DC and Display IO).

C6

All cores in CC6 (power-gated) or deeper and graphics
engine in RC6. LLC may be flushed and turned off, DRAM
in self-refresh, IO and memory domain clock generators are
turned off. Some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., VD, DC).

C7 Same as Package C6 while some of the IO and memory
domains are power-gated.

C8 Same as Package C7 with additional power-gating in the IO
and memory domains. Only DC and Display IO are ON.

C9 Same as Package C8 while all IPs must be off. Most VRs
voltage are reduced. The display panel can be in PSR.

C10 Same as Package C9 while all SoC VRs (except always-on
VR) are off. The display panel is off.

2.3 Display Panel Refresh
Current display technologies require the host SoC to refresh the
display panel several tens of times every second [69]. For example,
a display panel with a refresh rate of 60Hz is refreshed 60 times per
second. During each frame refresh window (i.e., 1/refresh_rate), the
display controller (DC) inside the host SoC transfers a full-frame
to the display panel by repeatedly performing three steps: the DC
1) fetches a portion of the image data from the DRAM frame buffer
( A in DRAM in Fig. 2), 2) stores the fetched image data into the
DC’s local buffer ( B in DC in Fig. 2), and 3) sends the buffered data
to the display panel via the display interface ( C in Fig. 2).
Panel Self-Refresh (PSR). To reduce system energy consumption
when displaying static images, VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association [104]) introduced the Panel-Self-Refresh (PSR) stan-
dard [47, 64, 92]. PSR 1) adds a local frame buffer, called a remote
frame buffer (RFB, D in Display in Fig. 2), into the panel T-con to
store one frame, and 2) defines a protocol in which the DC notifies
the display panel of an unchanged image. These changes enable the
PSR mode, where the panel performs self-refresh using the static
image stored in the RFB without accessing DRAM main memory.
Doing so allows many host-side components, including DRAM,
display interface, and DC to be powered down, reducing system
energy consumption.
PSR Selective Updates (PSR2).While a mobile system is in PSR
mode, the host SoC can make selective frame updates to the RFB,
also known as PSR2 [54, 92, 103, 105]. This optimization can be
used, for example, to turn on/off a blinking display cursor. PSR2 is
supported by the newest embedded-Display Port (eDP) 1.4 [105].

2.4 Planar and VR Video Processing
Planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video processing consists of three main
stages: 1) buffering of encoded frames, 2) decoding of the buffered
frames, and 3) displaying of the decoded frames. VR video pro-
cessing requires an additional stage, called projection, which is

performed immediately before the displaying stage. The video appli-
cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for
orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM ( 1 in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM ( 2 ) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM ( 3 ) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU ( a ), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer ( b ) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer ( 4 ) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over the
eDP interface ( 5 ) according to the display refresh rate. For instance,
if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks to the
display panel within a window of ∼16 ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which we
refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) ( 6 ) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB ( 7 ) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface ( 8 ). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display ( 9 ) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].

in DRAM in Fig. 2), 2) stores the fetched image data into the
DC’s local buffer (
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cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for
orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM ( 1 in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM ( 2 ) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM ( 3 ) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU ( a ), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer ( b ) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer ( 4 ) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over the
eDP interface ( 5 ) according to the display refresh rate. For instance,
if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks to the
display panel within a window of ∼16 ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which we
refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) ( 6 ) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB ( 7 ) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface ( 8 ). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display ( 9 ) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].

in DC in Fig. 2), and 3) sends the buffered data
to the display panel via the display interface (
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Table 1: Package C-states in the Intel Skylake mobile SoC.

Package
C-state Major conditions to enter the package C-state

C0 One or more cores or graphics engine executing instructions

C2 All cores in CC3 (clocks off) or deeper and graphics engine in
RC6 (power-gated). DRAM is active.

C3

All cores in CC3 or deeper and graphics engine in RC6. Last-
Level-Cache (LLC) may be flushed and turned off, DRAM in
self-refresh (SR), most IO and memory domain clocks are gated,
some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., DC and Display IO).

C6

All cores in CC6 (power-gated) or deeper and graphics
engine in RC6. LLC may be flushed and turned off, DRAM
in self-refresh, IO and memory domain clock generators are
turned off. Some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., VD, DC).

C7 Same as Package C6 while some of the IO and memory
domains are power-gated.

C8 Same as Package C7 with additional power-gating in the IO
and memory domains. Only DC and Display IO are ON.

C9 Same as Package C8 while all IPs must be off. Most VRs
voltage are reduced. The display panel can be in PSR.

C10 Same as Package C9 while all SoC VRs (except always-on
VR) are off. The display panel is off.

2.3 Display Panel Refresh
Current display technologies require the host SoC to refresh the
display panel several tens of times every second [69]. For example,
a display panel with a refresh rate of 60Hz is refreshed 60 times per
second. During each frame refresh window (i.e., 1/refresh_rate), the
display controller (DC) inside the host SoC transfers a full-frame
to the display panel by repeatedly performing three steps: the DC
1) fetches a portion of the image data from the DRAM frame buffer
( A in DRAM in Fig. 2), 2) stores the fetched image data into the
DC’s local buffer ( B in DC in Fig. 2), and 3) sends the buffered data
to the display panel via the display interface ( C in Fig. 2).
Panel Self-Refresh (PSR). To reduce system energy consumption
when displaying static images, VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association [104]) introduced the Panel-Self-Refresh (PSR) stan-
dard [47, 64, 92]. PSR 1) adds a local frame buffer, called a remote
frame buffer (RFB, D in Display in Fig. 2), into the panel T-con to
store one frame, and 2) defines a protocol in which the DC notifies
the display panel of an unchanged image. These changes enable the
PSR mode, where the panel performs self-refresh using the static
image stored in the RFB without accessing DRAM main memory.
Doing so allows many host-side components, including DRAM,
display interface, and DC to be powered down, reducing system
energy consumption.
PSR Selective Updates (PSR2).While a mobile system is in PSR
mode, the host SoC can make selective frame updates to the RFB,
also known as PSR2 [54, 92, 103, 105]. This optimization can be
used, for example, to turn on/off a blinking display cursor. PSR2 is
supported by the newest embedded-Display Port (eDP) 1.4 [105].

2.4 Planar and VR Video Processing
Planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video processing consists of three main
stages: 1) buffering of encoded frames, 2) decoding of the buffered
frames, and 3) displaying of the decoded frames. VR video pro-
cessing requires an additional stage, called projection, which is

performed immediately before the displaying stage. The video appli-
cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for
orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM ( 1 in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM ( 2 ) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM ( 3 ) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU ( a ), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer ( b ) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer ( 4 ) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over the
eDP interface ( 5 ) according to the display refresh rate. For instance,
if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks to the
display panel within a window of ∼16 ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which we
refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) ( 6 ) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB ( 7 ) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface ( 8 ). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display ( 9 ) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].

in Fig. 2).
Panel Self-Refresh (PSR). To reduce system energy consumption
when displaying static images, VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association [104]) introduced the Panel-Self-Refresh (PSR) stan-
dard [47, 64, 92]. PSR 1) adds a local frame buffer, called a remote
frame buffer (RFB,
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Table 1: Package C-states in the Intel Skylake mobile SoC.

Package
C-state Major conditions to enter the package C-state

C0 One or more cores or graphics engine executing instructions

C2 All cores in CC3 (clocks off) or deeper and graphics engine in
RC6 (power-gated). DRAM is active.

C3

All cores in CC3 or deeper and graphics engine in RC6. Last-
Level-Cache (LLC) may be flushed and turned off, DRAM in
self-refresh (SR), most IO and memory domain clocks are gated,
some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., DC and Display IO).

C6

All cores in CC6 (power-gated) or deeper and graphics
engine in RC6. LLC may be flushed and turned off, DRAM
in self-refresh, IO and memory domain clock generators are
turned off. Some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., VD, DC).

C7 Same as Package C6 while some of the IO and memory
domains are power-gated.

C8 Same as Package C7 with additional power-gating in the IO
and memory domains. Only DC and Display IO are ON.

C9 Same as Package C8 while all IPs must be off. Most VRs
voltage are reduced. The display panel can be in PSR.

C10 Same as Package C9 while all SoC VRs (except always-on
VR) are off. The display panel is off.

2.3 Display Panel Refresh
Current display technologies require the host SoC to refresh the
display panel several tens of times every second [69]. For example,
a display panel with a refresh rate of 60Hz is refreshed 60 times per
second. During each frame refresh window (i.e., 1/refresh_rate), the
display controller (DC) inside the host SoC transfers a full-frame
to the display panel by repeatedly performing three steps: the DC
1) fetches a portion of the image data from the DRAM frame buffer
( A in DRAM in Fig. 2), 2) stores the fetched image data into the
DC’s local buffer ( B in DC in Fig. 2), and 3) sends the buffered data
to the display panel via the display interface ( C in Fig. 2).
Panel Self-Refresh (PSR). To reduce system energy consumption
when displaying static images, VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association [104]) introduced the Panel-Self-Refresh (PSR) stan-
dard [47, 64, 92]. PSR 1) adds a local frame buffer, called a remote
frame buffer (RFB, D in Display in Fig. 2), into the panel T-con to
store one frame, and 2) defines a protocol in which the DC notifies
the display panel of an unchanged image. These changes enable the
PSR mode, where the panel performs self-refresh using the static
image stored in the RFB without accessing DRAM main memory.
Doing so allows many host-side components, including DRAM,
display interface, and DC to be powered down, reducing system
energy consumption.
PSR Selective Updates (PSR2).While a mobile system is in PSR
mode, the host SoC can make selective frame updates to the RFB,
also known as PSR2 [54, 92, 103, 105]. This optimization can be
used, for example, to turn on/off a blinking display cursor. PSR2 is
supported by the newest embedded-Display Port (eDP) 1.4 [105].

2.4 Planar and VR Video Processing
Planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video processing consists of three main
stages: 1) buffering of encoded frames, 2) decoding of the buffered
frames, and 3) displaying of the decoded frames. VR video pro-
cessing requires an additional stage, called projection, which is

performed immediately before the displaying stage. The video appli-
cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for
orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM ( 1 in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM ( 2 ) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM ( 3 ) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU ( a ), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer ( b ) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer ( 4 ) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over the
eDP interface ( 5 ) according to the display refresh rate. For instance,
if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks to the
display panel within a window of ∼16 ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which we
refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) ( 6 ) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB ( 7 ) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface ( 8 ). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display ( 9 ) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].

in Display in Fig. 2), into the panel T-con to
store one frame, and 2) defines a protocol in which the DC notifies
the display panel of an unchanged image. These changes enable the
PSR mode, where the panel performs self-refresh using the static
image stored in the RFB without accessing DRAM main memory.
Doing so allows many host-side components, including DRAM,
display interface, and DC to be powered down, reducing system
energy consumption.
PSR Selective Updates (PSR2).While a mobile system is in PSR
mode, the host SoC can make selective frame updates to the RFB,
also known as PSR2 [54, 92, 103, 105]. This optimization can be
used, for example, to turn on/off a blinking display cursor. PSR2 is
supported by the newest embedded-Display Port (eDP) 1.4 [105].

2.4 Planar and VR Video Processing
Planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video processing consists of three main
stages: 1) buffering of encoded frames, 2) decoding of the buffered
frames, and 3) displaying of the decoded frames. VR video pro-
cessing requires an additional stage, called projection, which is
performed immediately before the displaying stage. The video appli-
cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for

orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM (❶ in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM (❷) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM (❸) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU (
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Table 1: Package C-states in the Intel Skylake mobile SoC.

Package
C-state Major conditions to enter the package C-state

C0 One or more cores or graphics engine executing instructions

C2 All cores in CC3 (clocks off) or deeper and graphics engine in
RC6 (power-gated). DRAM is active.

C3

All cores in CC3 or deeper and graphics engine in RC6. Last-
Level-Cache (LLC) may be flushed and turned off, DRAM in
self-refresh (SR), most IO and memory domain clocks are gated,
some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., DC and Display IO).

C6

All cores in CC6 (power-gated) or deeper and graphics
engine in RC6. LLC may be flushed and turned off, DRAM
in self-refresh, IO and memory domain clock generators are
turned off. Some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., VD, DC).

C7 Same as Package C6 while some of the IO and memory
domains are power-gated.

C8 Same as Package C7 with additional power-gating in the IO
and memory domains. Only DC and Display IO are ON.

C9 Same as Package C8 while all IPs must be off. Most VRs
voltage are reduced. The display panel can be in PSR.

C10 Same as Package C9 while all SoC VRs (except always-on
VR) are off. The display panel is off.

2.3 Display Panel Refresh
Current display technologies require the host SoC to refresh the
display panel several tens of times every second [69]. For example,
a display panel with a refresh rate of 60Hz is refreshed 60 times per
second. During each frame refresh window (i.e., 1/refresh_rate), the
display controller (DC) inside the host SoC transfers a full-frame
to the display panel by repeatedly performing three steps: the DC
1) fetches a portion of the image data from the DRAM frame buffer
( A in DRAM in Fig. 2), 2) stores the fetched image data into the
DC’s local buffer ( B in DC in Fig. 2), and 3) sends the buffered data
to the display panel via the display interface ( C in Fig. 2).
Panel Self-Refresh (PSR). To reduce system energy consumption
when displaying static images, VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association [104]) introduced the Panel-Self-Refresh (PSR) stan-
dard [47, 64, 92]. PSR 1) adds a local frame buffer, called a remote
frame buffer (RFB, D in Display in Fig. 2), into the panel T-con to
store one frame, and 2) defines a protocol in which the DC notifies
the display panel of an unchanged image. These changes enable the
PSR mode, where the panel performs self-refresh using the static
image stored in the RFB without accessing DRAM main memory.
Doing so allows many host-side components, including DRAM,
display interface, and DC to be powered down, reducing system
energy consumption.
PSR Selective Updates (PSR2).While a mobile system is in PSR
mode, the host SoC can make selective frame updates to the RFB,
also known as PSR2 [54, 92, 103, 105]. This optimization can be
used, for example, to turn on/off a blinking display cursor. PSR2 is
supported by the newest embedded-Display Port (eDP) 1.4 [105].

2.4 Planar and VR Video Processing
Planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video processing consists of three main
stages: 1) buffering of encoded frames, 2) decoding of the buffered
frames, and 3) displaying of the decoded frames. VR video pro-
cessing requires an additional stage, called projection, which is

performed immediately before the displaying stage. The video appli-
cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for
orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM ( 1 in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM ( 2 ) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM ( 3 ) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU ( a ), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer ( b ) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer ( 4 ) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over the
eDP interface ( 5 ) according to the display refresh rate. For instance,
if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks to the
display panel within a window of ∼16 ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which we
refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) ( 6 ) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB ( 7 ) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface ( 8 ). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display ( 9 ) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].

), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer (
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Table 1: Package C-states in the Intel Skylake mobile SoC.

Package
C-state Major conditions to enter the package C-state

C0 One or more cores or graphics engine executing instructions

C2 All cores in CC3 (clocks off) or deeper and graphics engine in
RC6 (power-gated). DRAM is active.

C3

All cores in CC3 or deeper and graphics engine in RC6. Last-
Level-Cache (LLC) may be flushed and turned off, DRAM in
self-refresh (SR), most IO and memory domain clocks are gated,
some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., DC and Display IO).

C6

All cores in CC6 (power-gated) or deeper and graphics
engine in RC6. LLC may be flushed and turned off, DRAM
in self-refresh, IO and memory domain clock generators are
turned off. Some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., VD, DC).

C7 Same as Package C6 while some of the IO and memory
domains are power-gated.

C8 Same as Package C7 with additional power-gating in the IO
and memory domains. Only DC and Display IO are ON.

C9 Same as Package C8 while all IPs must be off. Most VRs
voltage are reduced. The display panel can be in PSR.

C10 Same as Package C9 while all SoC VRs (except always-on
VR) are off. The display panel is off.

2.3 Display Panel Refresh
Current display technologies require the host SoC to refresh the
display panel several tens of times every second [69]. For example,
a display panel with a refresh rate of 60Hz is refreshed 60 times per
second. During each frame refresh window (i.e., 1/refresh_rate), the
display controller (DC) inside the host SoC transfers a full-frame
to the display panel by repeatedly performing three steps: the DC
1) fetches a portion of the image data from the DRAM frame buffer
( A in DRAM in Fig. 2), 2) stores the fetched image data into the
DC’s local buffer ( B in DC in Fig. 2), and 3) sends the buffered data
to the display panel via the display interface ( C in Fig. 2).
Panel Self-Refresh (PSR). To reduce system energy consumption
when displaying static images, VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association [104]) introduced the Panel-Self-Refresh (PSR) stan-
dard [47, 64, 92]. PSR 1) adds a local frame buffer, called a remote
frame buffer (RFB, D in Display in Fig. 2), into the panel T-con to
store one frame, and 2) defines a protocol in which the DC notifies
the display panel of an unchanged image. These changes enable the
PSR mode, where the panel performs self-refresh using the static
image stored in the RFB without accessing DRAM main memory.
Doing so allows many host-side components, including DRAM,
display interface, and DC to be powered down, reducing system
energy consumption.
PSR Selective Updates (PSR2).While a mobile system is in PSR
mode, the host SoC can make selective frame updates to the RFB,
also known as PSR2 [54, 92, 103, 105]. This optimization can be
used, for example, to turn on/off a blinking display cursor. PSR2 is
supported by the newest embedded-Display Port (eDP) 1.4 [105].

2.4 Planar and VR Video Processing
Planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video processing consists of three main
stages: 1) buffering of encoded frames, 2) decoding of the buffered
frames, and 3) displaying of the decoded frames. VR video pro-
cessing requires an additional stage, called projection, which is

performed immediately before the displaying stage. The video appli-
cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for
orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM ( 1 in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM ( 2 ) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM ( 3 ) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU ( a ), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer ( b ) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer ( 4 ) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over the
eDP interface ( 5 ) according to the display refresh rate. For instance,
if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks to the
display panel within a window of ∼16 ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which we
refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) ( 6 ) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB ( 7 ) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface ( 8 ). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display ( 9 ) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].

) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer (❹) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over
the eDP interface (❺) according to the display refresh rate. For
instance, if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks
to the display panel within a window of∼16ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which
we refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) (❻) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB (❼) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface (❽). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display (❾) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].
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2.5 System Power States in Video Processing
During the video processing flow, the system switches between dif-
ferent power states. Fig. 3 shows how the package C-state changes
while an Intel Skylake mobile processor [42, 87] renders (a) a 30FPS
(frames per second) video and (b) a 60FPS video, respectively, on
a 60Hz display panel (i.e., the frame window is ∼16 ms). At the
beginning of each 16 ms window, the system resides in the C0
power state [42], an active state where all the system components
(i.e., CPU cores, GPU, video decoder (VD), display controller (DC),
eDP interface, and display panel) are running. This C0 state cor-
responds to 1) orchestration tasks that are run by the application
and the drivers on the CPU cores, 2) buffering new encoded frames
(❶ in Fig. 2), and 3) frame decoding by the VD (❷ and ❸). In VR
video processing, the GPU performs PT operations while inC0 state
(
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Table 1: Package C-states in the Intel Skylake mobile SoC.

Package
C-state Major conditions to enter the package C-state

C0 One or more cores or graphics engine executing instructions

C2 All cores in CC3 (clocks off) or deeper and graphics engine in
RC6 (power-gated). DRAM is active.

C3

All cores in CC3 or deeper and graphics engine in RC6. Last-
Level-Cache (LLC) may be flushed and turned off, DRAM in
self-refresh (SR), most IO and memory domain clocks are gated,
some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., DC and Display IO).

C6

All cores in CC6 (power-gated) or deeper and graphics
engine in RC6. LLC may be flushed and turned off, DRAM
in self-refresh, IO and memory domain clock generators are
turned off. Some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., VD, DC).

C7 Same as Package C6 while some of the IO and memory
domains are power-gated.

C8 Same as Package C7 with additional power-gating in the IO
and memory domains. Only DC and Display IO are ON.

C9 Same as Package C8 while all IPs must be off. Most VRs
voltage are reduced. The display panel can be in PSR.

C10 Same as Package C9 while all SoC VRs (except always-on
VR) are off. The display panel is off.

2.3 Display Panel Refresh
Current display technologies require the host SoC to refresh the
display panel several tens of times every second [69]. For example,
a display panel with a refresh rate of 60Hz is refreshed 60 times per
second. During each frame refresh window (i.e., 1/refresh_rate), the
display controller (DC) inside the host SoC transfers a full-frame
to the display panel by repeatedly performing three steps: the DC
1) fetches a portion of the image data from the DRAM frame buffer
( A in DRAM in Fig. 2), 2) stores the fetched image data into the
DC’s local buffer ( B in DC in Fig. 2), and 3) sends the buffered data
to the display panel via the display interface ( C in Fig. 2).
Panel Self-Refresh (PSR). To reduce system energy consumption
when displaying static images, VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association [104]) introduced the Panel-Self-Refresh (PSR) stan-
dard [47, 64, 92]. PSR 1) adds a local frame buffer, called a remote
frame buffer (RFB, D in Display in Fig. 2), into the panel T-con to
store one frame, and 2) defines a protocol in which the DC notifies
the display panel of an unchanged image. These changes enable the
PSR mode, where the panel performs self-refresh using the static
image stored in the RFB without accessing DRAM main memory.
Doing so allows many host-side components, including DRAM,
display interface, and DC to be powered down, reducing system
energy consumption.
PSR Selective Updates (PSR2).While a mobile system is in PSR
mode, the host SoC can make selective frame updates to the RFB,
also known as PSR2 [54, 92, 103, 105]. This optimization can be
used, for example, to turn on/off a blinking display cursor. PSR2 is
supported by the newest embedded-Display Port (eDP) 1.4 [105].

2.4 Planar and VR Video Processing
Planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video processing consists of three main
stages: 1) buffering of encoded frames, 2) decoding of the buffered
frames, and 3) displaying of the decoded frames. VR video pro-
cessing requires an additional stage, called projection, which is

performed immediately before the displaying stage. The video appli-
cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for
orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM ( 1 in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM ( 2 ) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM ( 3 ) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU ( a ), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer ( b ) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer ( 4 ) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over the
eDP interface ( 5 ) according to the display refresh rate. For instance,
if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks to the
display panel within a window of ∼16 ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which we
refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) ( 6 ) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB ( 7 ) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface ( 8 ). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display ( 9 ) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].
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Table 1: Package C-states in the Intel Skylake mobile SoC.

Package
C-state Major conditions to enter the package C-state

C0 One or more cores or graphics engine executing instructions

C2 All cores in CC3 (clocks off) or deeper and graphics engine in
RC6 (power-gated). DRAM is active.

C3

All cores in CC3 or deeper and graphics engine in RC6. Last-
Level-Cache (LLC) may be flushed and turned off, DRAM in
self-refresh (SR), most IO and memory domain clocks are gated,
some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., DC and Display IO).

C6

All cores in CC6 (power-gated) or deeper and graphics
engine in RC6. LLC may be flushed and turned off, DRAM
in self-refresh, IO and memory domain clock generators are
turned off. Some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., VD, DC).

C7 Same as Package C6 while some of the IO and memory
domains are power-gated.

C8 Same as Package C7 with additional power-gating in the IO
and memory domains. Only DC and Display IO are ON.

C9 Same as Package C8 while all IPs must be off. Most VRs
voltage are reduced. The display panel can be in PSR.

C10 Same as Package C9 while all SoC VRs (except always-on
VR) are off. The display panel is off.

2.3 Display Panel Refresh
Current display technologies require the host SoC to refresh the
display panel several tens of times every second [69]. For example,
a display panel with a refresh rate of 60Hz is refreshed 60 times per
second. During each frame refresh window (i.e., 1/refresh_rate), the
display controller (DC) inside the host SoC transfers a full-frame
to the display panel by repeatedly performing three steps: the DC
1) fetches a portion of the image data from the DRAM frame buffer
( A in DRAM in Fig. 2), 2) stores the fetched image data into the
DC’s local buffer ( B in DC in Fig. 2), and 3) sends the buffered data
to the display panel via the display interface ( C in Fig. 2).
Panel Self-Refresh (PSR). To reduce system energy consumption
when displaying static images, VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association [104]) introduced the Panel-Self-Refresh (PSR) stan-
dard [47, 64, 92]. PSR 1) adds a local frame buffer, called a remote
frame buffer (RFB, D in Display in Fig. 2), into the panel T-con to
store one frame, and 2) defines a protocol in which the DC notifies
the display panel of an unchanged image. These changes enable the
PSR mode, where the panel performs self-refresh using the static
image stored in the RFB without accessing DRAM main memory.
Doing so allows many host-side components, including DRAM,
display interface, and DC to be powered down, reducing system
energy consumption.
PSR Selective Updates (PSR2).While a mobile system is in PSR
mode, the host SoC can make selective frame updates to the RFB,
also known as PSR2 [54, 92, 103, 105]. This optimization can be
used, for example, to turn on/off a blinking display cursor. PSR2 is
supported by the newest embedded-Display Port (eDP) 1.4 [105].

2.4 Planar and VR Video Processing
Planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video processing consists of three main
stages: 1) buffering of encoded frames, 2) decoding of the buffered
frames, and 3) displaying of the decoded frames. VR video pro-
cessing requires an additional stage, called projection, which is

performed immediately before the displaying stage. The video appli-
cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for
orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM ( 1 in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM ( 2 ) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM ( 3 ) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU ( a ), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer ( b ) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer ( 4 ) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over the
eDP interface ( 5 ) according to the display refresh rate. For instance,
if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks to the
display panel within a window of ∼16 ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which we
refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) ( 6 ) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB ( 7 ) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface ( 8 ). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display ( 9 ) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].

). Once frame decoding state is complete, all the cores
in the processor are powered off in the remaining frame window,
while the DC 1) periodically fetches a chunk of the decoded frame
from DRAM to the DC buffer (❹) and 2) continuously transfers
the fetched data to the display panel (❺). The system resides in
the C2 state while the DC fills its buffer. Once the DC buffer is full,
the path to the host DRAM is closed, and the system enters the
C8 power state [42] where only the DC, eDP interface, and display
panel are active. When the DC buffer is almost empty, the DC forces
the system to return to the C2 state such that it can open the path
to the host DRAM and fetch the next chunk of the decoded frame.
Note that the DC keeps transferring pixel data from its buffer to dis-
play panel at a constant rate (which is determined by the display’s
pixel update rate) regardless of system power state transitions. This
power state sequence repeats until the DC transfers a complete
decoded frame to the display panel.
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Figure 3: Package C-state timeline while displaying (a) a
30FPS video and (b) a 60FPS video on a 60Hz display panel.

A display panel with a 60Hz refresh rate can support up to 60 FPS.
When the video frame rate is 30 FPS, each decoded frame is updated
on the panel twice (back to back), as shown in Fig. 3(a). During every
other frame window for a 30FPS video (e.g., second frame window
in Fig. 3(a)), the RFB provides the buffered frame data to the PF (❼)
to refresh the display (PSR). During this entire frame window, the
whole processor, DC, and eDP interface can be disabled, enabling
the system to enter the deep low-power state C9 [42]. The PSR
technology significantly reduces the energy consumption of the
entire display subsystem. Therefore, we use PSR as the baseline
for evaluation in the rest of the paper. Fig. 3(b) shows the power
C-state timeline while the same system plays a 60FPS video. Since
the video frame rate matches the panel refresh rate, the system

needs to decode and update a new frame for every frame window,
which leaves no opportunity to use the PSR mode between frame
updates.

Fig. 4 shows the system power consumption and package C-state
residency distribution when running a web-browsing workload
followed by an FHD 60FPS video streaming workload on a 60Hz
display. The figure shows that, while video streaming, the system
primarily resides at C8 (∼75%), C2 (∼15%), and C0 (∼8%) states,
while infrequently entering other package C-states for short times
(e.g., the total residency of C3/C6/C7 states is less than 2%).
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residency distribution when running a web-browsing work-
load followed by an FHD 60FPS video streaming workload
on a 60Hz display.
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3 MOTIVATION
We present our key observations that motivate a new energy-
efficient video display scheme in modern mobile systems.
Observation 1: Unnecessary datamovement between the dis-
play subsystem and host DRAM. In current video processing
schemes, the video decoder (or GPU for virtual reality (VR) videos)
stores each decoded frame into the frame buffer in the host DRAM
(❸ and
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Table 1: Package C-states in the Intel Skylake mobile SoC.

Package
C-state Major conditions to enter the package C-state

C0 One or more cores or graphics engine executing instructions

C2 All cores in CC3 (clocks off) or deeper and graphics engine in
RC6 (power-gated). DRAM is active.

C3

All cores in CC3 or deeper and graphics engine in RC6. Last-
Level-Cache (LLC) may be flushed and turned off, DRAM in
self-refresh (SR), most IO and memory domain clocks are gated,
some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., DC and Display IO).

C6

All cores in CC6 (power-gated) or deeper and graphics
engine in RC6. LLC may be flushed and turned off, DRAM
in self-refresh, IO and memory domain clock generators are
turned off. Some IPs and IOs can be active (e.g., VD, DC).

C7 Same as Package C6 while some of the IO and memory
domains are power-gated.

C8 Same as Package C7 with additional power-gating in the IO
and memory domains. Only DC and Display IO are ON.

C9 Same as Package C8 while all IPs must be off. Most VRs
voltage are reduced. The display panel can be in PSR.

C10 Same as Package C9 while all SoC VRs (except always-on
VR) are off. The display panel is off.

2.3 Display Panel Refresh
Current display technologies require the host SoC to refresh the
display panel several tens of times every second [69]. For example,
a display panel with a refresh rate of 60Hz is refreshed 60 times per
second. During each frame refresh window (i.e., 1/refresh_rate), the
display controller (DC) inside the host SoC transfers a full-frame
to the display panel by repeatedly performing three steps: the DC
1) fetches a portion of the image data from the DRAM frame buffer
( A in DRAM in Fig. 2), 2) stores the fetched image data into the
DC’s local buffer ( B in DC in Fig. 2), and 3) sends the buffered data
to the display panel via the display interface ( C in Fig. 2).
Panel Self-Refresh (PSR). To reduce system energy consumption
when displaying static images, VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association [104]) introduced the Panel-Self-Refresh (PSR) stan-
dard [47, 64, 92]. PSR 1) adds a local frame buffer, called a remote
frame buffer (RFB, D in Display in Fig. 2), into the panel T-con to
store one frame, and 2) defines a protocol in which the DC notifies
the display panel of an unchanged image. These changes enable the
PSR mode, where the panel performs self-refresh using the static
image stored in the RFB without accessing DRAM main memory.
Doing so allows many host-side components, including DRAM,
display interface, and DC to be powered down, reducing system
energy consumption.
PSR Selective Updates (PSR2).While a mobile system is in PSR
mode, the host SoC can make selective frame updates to the RFB,
also known as PSR2 [54, 92, 103, 105]. This optimization can be
used, for example, to turn on/off a blinking display cursor. PSR2 is
supported by the newest embedded-Display Port (eDP) 1.4 [105].

2.4 Planar and VR Video Processing
Planar (i.e., 2-dimensional) video processing consists of three main
stages: 1) buffering of encoded frames, 2) decoding of the buffered
frames, and 3) displaying of the decoded frames. VR video pro-
cessing requires an additional stage, called projection, which is

performed immediately before the displaying stage. The video appli-
cation and the device (e.g., GPU, display) drivers are responsible for
orchestrating the different system components (e.g., programming
the DMA engines and handling interrupts) during these stages.
Buffering. For video streaming, the network IP receives encoded
video frames. Similarly, for video playback, the application reads the
frames from storage devices. These encoded frames, each of which is
hundreds of KBytes in size, are buffered in DRAM ( 1 in Fig. 2). The
buffering process enables the system to tolerate network bandwidth
fluctuation [5] and reduce the number of storage accesses, which
enables smoother and more efficient video processing.
Decoding. The video decoder (VD) reads an encoded frame from
DRAM ( 2 ) and starts decoding it. An encoded frame consists of
many macroblocks, each of which stores the pixel information of a
small exclusive region of the frame [106]. An encoded macroblock
is the basic processing element in video decoding and typically
includes 16×16, 32×32, or 64×64 pixels [71, 95, 106]. VD reads an en-
coded frame at macroblock granularity and buffers several encoded
macroblocks (e.g., tens of KBytes [106]). Each encoded macroblock
first passes through a series of stages, including entropy-decoding,
inverse-DCT, and inverse quantization [71, 95, 106, 115]. Next,
each macroblock is reconstructed in various ways depending on its
type. VD reconstructs an I-Type macroblock from its neighboring
macroblocks of the same encoded frame. In contrast, the VD re-
constructs a P-Type and B-Type macroblock from the macroblocks
in the previous and previous/later encoded frames, respectively, as
indicated by the extra information stored in macroblock metadata
(i.e., motion vectors). Finally, a decoded macroblock is written to
the frame buffer in DRAM ( 3 ) [68, 115] in preparation for the next
stage of video processing.
Projection. In planar video processing, each frame can be directly
displayed once decoded. However, in VR video processing, each
frame must go through a set of projective transformation (PT) oper-
ations before being displayed.4 Therefore, each decoded VR video
frame is forwarded to the GPU ( a ), which performs PT opera-
tions and writes the processed frame back to the DRAM frame
buffer ( b ) [68, 116].
Displaying. The display controller (DC) reads a decoded frame
from the DRAM frame buffer ( 4 ) at chunk granularity (e.g., 512
KB) [11, 54] and stores the frame data within its limited-size internal
buffer before sending it to the display panel. During the frame
transfer from the DC internal buffer to the display panel, host-side
components, including the CPU, network interface, and VD, enter
low-power states (e.g., DRAM is placed into the self-refresh (SR)
mode [54]). DC sends the frame chunks to the display panel over the
eDP interface ( 5 ) according to the display refresh rate. For instance,
if the refresh rate is 60 Hz, the DC sends the frame chunks to the
display panel within a window of ∼16 ms (i.e., 1/60 sec), which we
refer to as the frame window. On the display panel side, the eDP
receiver forwards the chunks to the Pixel Formatter (PF) ( 6 ) [105].
PF 1) stores the decoded frame into the RFB ( 7 ) [13, 16, 47, 105], 2)
converts the decoded frame into a pixel data array, and 3) sends it
to the LCD interface ( 8 ). The LCD interface uses row and column
drivers to display ( 9 ) each frame’s pixels on the LCD display.

4Projective transformation (PT) is the process of mapping points in the 3D space
that fall within the user’s viewing area to pixels on a 2D plane. In this way, the VR video
can be directly displayed in the same way as a conventional planar video [68, 116].

in Fig. 2), and the display controller (DC) fetches the
decoded frame from the host DRAM to send it to the display panel
(❹). Doing so is necessary when there exist other planes in addi-
tion to the video plane.5 For example, suppose that there are four
planes to display: 1) the background plane that is typically a static
image, 2) the video plane that contains the video stream, 3) the
application-graphic plane for the graphical user interface (GUI), and
4) the cursor plane to display the cursor. In such a case, each plane
has its frame buffer in the host DRAM. DC reads data chunks from
each plane’s frame buffer, generates one composite chunk out of
them, and sends the composite chunk to the display panel. However,
when the user plays a video in full-screen mode (which is typical for
planar videos and is the default for VR videos), storing the decoded
frame into the host DRAM first and then reading it again from the
host DRAM is unnecessary since there is no other plane for the DC
to merge with the video plane. Bypassing the DRAM in such (com-
mon) cases would significantly reduce unnecessary data movement
over the power-hungry off-chip interconnects [26, 39, 72, 91] and
thus improve energy efficiency. Our goal is to enable frame buffer
bypassing whenever it is possible, with minimal changes to current
mobile SoC microarchitectures.
Observation 2: Underutilization of the eDP interface ban-
dwidth. As explained in Section 2.5, the system alternates between
power states C2 (when reading a chunk to the DC buffer) and C8
(when the buffer is full) while the DC continuously sends a full
decoded frame (e.g., 24 MB for a 4K resolution) to the display panel,
which keeps both the DC and eDP receiver active during the en-
tire frame window (e.g., ∼16 ms in a 60Hz refresh rate). However,
the newest eDP interface [105] supports a maximum bandwidth
of 25.92 Gbps, where it takes only 7.2 ms to transfer an entire 4K
decoded frame. This means that the DC and eDP receiver can po-
tentially switch to a power-saving mode for 55% of the 16ms frame
window after decoding and sending the entire frame in one burst.

The root cause for this inefficiency in conventional systems is
that the display controller, eDP receiver, and pixel-formatter (PF)
are tightly coupled. For example, in a 4K display with a 60Hz refresh
rate, the pixel update rate must be fixed to about 11.3 Gbps (i.e.,
60 frames, each of which is 24 MB in size for 4K resolution, needs
to be updated every second),which dictates the DC’s transfer rate
through the eDP interface. The PF’s pixel update rate is determined
by the display panel’s resolution and refresh rate, in order to be
aligned with the update rate of the LCD panel. Note that increasing
the PF’s pixel update rate without proper changes to the LCD panel
would cause image flickering and distortion [64].

Our goal is to eliminate the bottleneck in the display panel so
that the system directly transfers a full decoded frame from the

5A plane is a window of content to be displayed on the screen that defines an
independent data stream. The final image is a composition (overlay) of different planes
in a pre-defined order of superposition [62].

video-decoder (or GPU) to the display panel in a burst, exploiting
the display interface’s maximum bandwidth. Doing so would (1)
reduce the energy consumption of the host DRAM by eliminating
data movement to/from the DRAM frame buffer, and (2) increase
the system’s idle-power state residency by reducing the usage of
the processor and the display subsystem since they are active only
during the burst period.

4 BURSTLINK DESIGN
To address the two inefficiencies discussed in Section 3, we pro-
pose BurstLink, a novel system-level technique that improves the
energy efficiency of planar and VR video streaming. BurstLink is
based on two key mechanisms: Frame Buffer Bypass and Frame
Bursting. Frame Buffer Bypass directly transfers a decoded video
frame from the video decoder or the GPU to the display panel,
completely bypassing the host DRAM. Frame Bursting transfers a
complete decoded frame to the display panel in a single burst, using
the maximum bandwidth of modern display interfaces. This section
describes how the two mechanisms work to make video display
and other frame-based mobile workloads more energy-efficient in
modern mobile systems.
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Figure 5: BurstLink video processing and display.

4.1 Frame Buffer Bypass
The Frame Buffer Bypass technique redirects the processed frame
from the video decoder (VD) (or the GPU) to the display controller
(DC) via the on-chip interconnect (
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3 MOTIVATION
We present our key observations that motivate a new energy-
efficient video display scheme in modern mobile systems.
Observation 1: Unnecessary datamovement between the dis-
play subsystem and host DRAM. In current video processing
schemes, the video decoder (or GPU for virtual reality (VR) videos)
stores each decoded frame into the frame buffer in the host DRAM
( 3 and b in Fig. 2), and the display controller (DC) fetches the
decoded frame from the host DRAM to send it to the display panel
( 4 ). Doing so is necessary when there exist other planes in addi-
tion to the video plane.5 For example, suppose that there are four
planes to display: 1) the background plane that is typically a static
image, 2) the video plane that contains the video stream, 3) the
application-graphic plane for the graphical user interface (GUI), and
4) the cursor plane to display the cursor. In such a case, each plane
has its frame buffer in the host DRAM. DC reads data chunks from
each plane’s frame buffer, generates one composite chunk out of
them, and sends the composite chunk to the display panel. However,
when the user plays a video in full-screen mode (which is typical for
planar videos and is the default for VR videos), storing the decoded
frame into the host DRAM first and then reading it again from the
host DRAM is unnecessary since there is no other plane for the DC
to merge with the video plane. Bypassing the DRAM in such (com-
mon) cases would significantly reduce unnecessary data movement
over the power-hungry off-chip interconnects [26, 39, 72, 91] and
thus improve energy efficiency. Our goal is to enable frame buffer
bypassing whenever it is possible, with minimal changes to current
mobile SoC microarchitectures.
Observation 2: Underutilization of the eDP interface ban-
dwidth. As explained in Section 2.5, the system alternates between
power states C2 (when reading a chunk to the DC buffer) and C8
(when the buffer is full) while the DC continuously sends a full
decoded frame (e.g., 24 MB for a 4K resolution) to the display panel,
which keeps both the DC and eDP receiver active during the en-
tire frame window (e.g., ∼16 ms in a 60Hz refresh rate). However,
the newest eDP interface [105] supports a maximum bandwidth
of 25.92 Gbps, where it takes only 7.2 ms to transfer an entire 4K
decoded frame. This means that the DC and eDP receiver can po-
tentially switch to a power-saving mode for 55% of the 16ms frame
window after decoding and sending the entire frame in one burst.

The root cause for this inefficiency in conventional systems is
that the display controller, eDP receiver, and pixel-formatter (PF)
are tightly coupled. For example, in a 4K display with a 60Hz refresh
rate, the pixel update rate must be fixed to about 11.3 Gbps (i.e.,
60 frames, each of which is 24 MB in size for 4K resolution, needs
to be updated every second),which dictates the DC’s transfer rate
through the eDP interface. The PF’s pixel update rate is determined
by the display panel’s resolution and refresh rate, in order to be
aligned with the update rate of the LCD panel. Note that increasing
the PF’s pixel update rate without proper changes to the LCD panel
would cause image flickering and distortion [64].

Our goal is to eliminate the bottleneck in the display panel so
that the system directly transfers a full decoded frame from the

5A plane is a window of content to be displayed on the screen that defines an
independent data stream. The final image is a composition (overlay) of different planes
in a pre-defined order of superposition [62].

video-decoder (or GPU) to the display panel in a burst, exploiting
the display interface’s maximum bandwidth. Doing so would (1)
reduce the energy consumption of the host DRAM by eliminating
data movement to/from the DRAM frame buffer, and (2) increase
the system’s idle-power state residency by reducing the usage of
the processor and the display subsystem since they are active only
during the burst period.

4 BURSTLINK DESIGN
To address the two inefficiencies discussed in Section 3, we pro-
pose BurstLink, a novel system-level technique that improves the
energy efficiency of planar and VR video streaming. BurstLink is
based on two key mechanisms: Frame Buffer Bypass and Frame
Bursting. Frame Buffer Bypass directly transfers a decoded video
frame from the video decoder or the GPU to the display panel,
completely bypassing the host DRAM. Frame Bursting transfers a
complete decoded frame to the display panel in a single burst, using
the maximum bandwidth of modern display interfaces. This section
describes how the two mechanisms work to make video display
and other frame-based mobile workloads more energy-efficient in
modern mobile systems.
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Figure 5: BurstLink video processing and display.

4.1 Frame Buffer Bypass
The Frame Buffer Bypass technique redirects the processed frame
from the video decoder (VD) (or the GPU) to the display controller
(DC) via the on-chip interconnect ( 2 in Fig. 5) if two conditions are
satisfied: 1) an asserted signal from the DC (video_plane_only 1
in Fig. 5) indicating that only the video plane needs to be displayed
and thus the frame should not be merged with any other frames
and 2) a set flag in the VD (single_video) indicating that only
a single video application is running. Fig. 6 depicts the package
C-state timeline throughout the Frame Buffer Bypass procedure.
Once the CPU completes the orchestration tasks, the VD sends the
processed frame directly to the DC buffer6 instead of first buffering
it in DRAM. Bypassing DRAM allows the processor to perform this
process while the system is in the low-power state 𝐶7 (described
in Table 1) instead of the higher-power 𝐶0 power state required

6The DC buffer is implemented as a double-buffer [54], which allows the DC to
send one frame’s data to the display panel while it is simultaneously receiving data
for another frame.

in Fig. 5) if two conditions are
satisfied: 1) an asserted signal from the DC (video_plane_only
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3 MOTIVATION
We present our key observations that motivate a new energy-
efficient video display scheme in modern mobile systems.
Observation 1: Unnecessary datamovement between the dis-
play subsystem and host DRAM. In current video processing
schemes, the video decoder (or GPU for virtual reality (VR) videos)
stores each decoded frame into the frame buffer in the host DRAM
( 3 and b in Fig. 2), and the display controller (DC) fetches the
decoded frame from the host DRAM to send it to the display panel
( 4 ). Doing so is necessary when there exist other planes in addi-
tion to the video plane.5 For example, suppose that there are four
planes to display: 1) the background plane that is typically a static
image, 2) the video plane that contains the video stream, 3) the
application-graphic plane for the graphical user interface (GUI), and
4) the cursor plane to display the cursor. In such a case, each plane
has its frame buffer in the host DRAM. DC reads data chunks from
each plane’s frame buffer, generates one composite chunk out of
them, and sends the composite chunk to the display panel. However,
when the user plays a video in full-screen mode (which is typical for
planar videos and is the default for VR videos), storing the decoded
frame into the host DRAM first and then reading it again from the
host DRAM is unnecessary since there is no other plane for the DC
to merge with the video plane. Bypassing the DRAM in such (com-
mon) cases would significantly reduce unnecessary data movement
over the power-hungry off-chip interconnects [26, 39, 72, 91] and
thus improve energy efficiency. Our goal is to enable frame buffer
bypassing whenever it is possible, with minimal changes to current
mobile SoC microarchitectures.
Observation 2: Underutilization of the eDP interface ban-
dwidth. As explained in Section 2.5, the system alternates between
power states C2 (when reading a chunk to the DC buffer) and C8
(when the buffer is full) while the DC continuously sends a full
decoded frame (e.g., 24 MB for a 4K resolution) to the display panel,
which keeps both the DC and eDP receiver active during the en-
tire frame window (e.g., ∼16 ms in a 60Hz refresh rate). However,
the newest eDP interface [105] supports a maximum bandwidth
of 25.92 Gbps, where it takes only 7.2 ms to transfer an entire 4K
decoded frame. This means that the DC and eDP receiver can po-
tentially switch to a power-saving mode for 55% of the 16ms frame
window after decoding and sending the entire frame in one burst.

The root cause for this inefficiency in conventional systems is
that the display controller, eDP receiver, and pixel-formatter (PF)
are tightly coupled. For example, in a 4K display with a 60Hz refresh
rate, the pixel update rate must be fixed to about 11.3 Gbps (i.e.,
60 frames, each of which is 24 MB in size for 4K resolution, needs
to be updated every second),which dictates the DC’s transfer rate
through the eDP interface. The PF’s pixel update rate is determined
by the display panel’s resolution and refresh rate, in order to be
aligned with the update rate of the LCD panel. Note that increasing
the PF’s pixel update rate without proper changes to the LCD panel
would cause image flickering and distortion [64].

Our goal is to eliminate the bottleneck in the display panel so
that the system directly transfers a full decoded frame from the
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independent data stream. The final image is a composition (overlay) of different planes
in a pre-defined order of superposition [62].

video-decoder (or GPU) to the display panel in a burst, exploiting
the display interface’s maximum bandwidth. Doing so would (1)
reduce the energy consumption of the host DRAM by eliminating
data movement to/from the DRAM frame buffer, and (2) increase
the system’s idle-power state residency by reducing the usage of
the processor and the display subsystem since they are active only
during the burst period.

4 BURSTLINK DESIGN
To address the two inefficiencies discussed in Section 3, we pro-
pose BurstLink, a novel system-level technique that improves the
energy efficiency of planar and VR video streaming. BurstLink is
based on two key mechanisms: Frame Buffer Bypass and Frame
Bursting. Frame Buffer Bypass directly transfers a decoded video
frame from the video decoder or the GPU to the display panel,
completely bypassing the host DRAM. Frame Bursting transfers a
complete decoded frame to the display panel in a single burst, using
the maximum bandwidth of modern display interfaces. This section
describes how the two mechanisms work to make video display
and other frame-based mobile workloads more energy-efficient in
modern mobile systems.
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Figure 5: BurstLink video processing and display.

4.1 Frame Buffer Bypass
The Frame Buffer Bypass technique redirects the processed frame
from the video decoder (VD) (or the GPU) to the display controller
(DC) via the on-chip interconnect ( 2 in Fig. 5) if two conditions are
satisfied: 1) an asserted signal from the DC (video_plane_only 1
in Fig. 5) indicating that only the video plane needs to be displayed
and thus the frame should not be merged with any other frames
and 2) a set flag in the VD (single_video) indicating that only
a single video application is running. Fig. 6 depicts the package
C-state timeline throughout the Frame Buffer Bypass procedure.
Once the CPU completes the orchestration tasks, the VD sends the
processed frame directly to the DC buffer6 instead of first buffering
it in DRAM. Bypassing DRAM allows the processor to perform this
process while the system is in the low-power state 𝐶7 (described
in Table 1) instead of the higher-power 𝐶0 power state required

6The DC buffer is implemented as a double-buffer [54], which allows the DC to
send one frame’s data to the display panel while it is simultaneously receiving data
for another frame.

in Fig. 5) indicating that only the video plane needs to be displayed
and thus the frame should not be merged with any other frames
and 2) a set flag in the VD (single_video) indicating that only
a single video application is running. Fig. 6 depicts the package
C-state timeline throughout the Frame Buffer Bypass procedure.
Once the CPU completes the orchestration tasks, the VD sends the
processed frame directly to the DC buffer6 instead of first buffering
it in DRAM. Bypassing DRAM allows the processor to perform this
process while the system is in the low-power state C7 (described
in Table 1) instead of the higher-power C0 power state required

6The DC buffer is implemented as a double-buffer [54], which allows the DC to
send one frame’s data to the display panel while it is simultaneously receiving data
for another frame.
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by conventional systems. When the DC buffer is full, the VD is
halted until the DC transmits the data to the DRFB in the display
panel over the eDP interface. The system power state reduces even
further to C7′, i.e., C7 with VD clock-gated. Once the buffer is
almost empty, the DC notifies the VD via the power management
unit (PMU) empty and wakeup signals (in Fig. 5) so that the VD can
continue transferring the frame to the DC buffer. The display panel
receives the data over the eDP interface and stores it directly into
the DRFB inside the display. The pixel formatter (PF) pulls the data
from the DRFB at its own IO rate and renders the pixels on the
panel.

The above process of BurstLink provides two key advantages
over conventional systems. First, BurstLink effectively bypasses
DRAM in most of the video processing stages. Doing so reduces
both DRAMbandwidth and energy consumption. Second, BurstLink
reduces the orchestration overhead that requires application and
driver involvement (e.g., programming the DMA engines and han-
dling interrupts). Doing so decreases active power state residency
(i.e., C0) and increases deep idle power state residency (e.g., C7 or
C7′), thereby reducing system energy consumption.

Effectively, the Frame Buffer Bypass technique interleaves the de-
coding (projection) and display stages in both planar and VR video
processing. Unlike conventional systems that decode (or project) the
entire frame at the beginning of the frame window in power state
C0, our technique distributes the frame decoding process across
the frame window while keeping intermediate data inside the DC
buffer and the DRFB. Doing so allows the decoding process to be
performed in the C7 low-power state without any performance
penalty compared to conventional systems.
Windowed Video Support. In addition to full-screen planar and
VR videos, BurstLink uses the Frame Buffer Bypassing technique
for windowed planar video,7 such as a video clip in a window inside
the browser (e.g., YouTube [18]). This feature is enabled by the
selective update capability of PSR (i.e., PSR2 described in Section
2.3) that is supported by the eDP 1.4 protocol [105].

BurstLink performs windowed video streaming in two stages. In
the first stage (which is the same as in conventional systems), the
system prepares an initial frame with the traditional components.
Suppose that a user watches a streaming video played on a web
browser. In this case, the GPU prepares the graphical parts of the

7We assume windowed video only for planar video since VR video is typically
streamed in full-screen mode with a Head-Mounted Display (HMD) [68].

browser, and the VD decodes the video frames downloaded from
the content server (e.g., YouTube) via the network. The frames from
the GPU and the VD are stored separately in different DRAM frame
buffers. Then the DC reads, scales (i.e., resizes the video frame to fit
the browser window), and overlays the frames to generate the final
integrated frame that is sent to the panel and stored in the DRFB
(or the regular RFB in conventional systems).

The second stage starts once the host processor detects that the
graphical frames from the GPU are not changing (i.e., only the video
window is being updated). Then the host processor informs the DC
and VD so that the display subsystem operates in PSR2 mode. In
this stage, the VD continues decoding the downloaded frames and
sends the decoded frames directly to the DC. The DC then directly
sends only the decoded video frames (after scaling them) to the
eDP receiver with the offsets of the video frames that define the
updated regions in the video frames. The eDP receiver selectively
updates the video only at the corresponding offsets in the DRFB,
and the PF renders the entire frame into the LCD display panel.
Falling Back to the Conventional Display Mode. For all cases
that BurstLink does not support, the system falls back to the con-
ventional display mode. For example, whenever multiple planes
are required, the system operates using the conventional video dis-
play scheme where the processor transfers all the decoded frames
through the DRAM frame buffer. To enable this, BurstLink dy-
namically selects the destination of the VD/GPU output (i.e., the
decoded frame) using the destination selector inside the VD/GPU.
As shown in Fig. 5, the destination selector directs the decoded
frame to the DC (
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We present our key observations that motivate a new energy-
efficient video display scheme in modern mobile systems.
Observation 1: Unnecessary datamovement between the dis-
play subsystem and host DRAM. In current video processing
schemes, the video decoder (or GPU for virtual reality (VR) videos)
stores each decoded frame into the frame buffer in the host DRAM
( 3 and b in Fig. 2), and the display controller (DC) fetches the
decoded frame from the host DRAM to send it to the display panel
( 4 ). Doing so is necessary when there exist other planes in addi-
tion to the video plane.5 For example, suppose that there are four
planes to display: 1) the background plane that is typically a static
image, 2) the video plane that contains the video stream, 3) the
application-graphic plane for the graphical user interface (GUI), and
4) the cursor plane to display the cursor. In such a case, each plane
has its frame buffer in the host DRAM. DC reads data chunks from
each plane’s frame buffer, generates one composite chunk out of
them, and sends the composite chunk to the display panel. However,
when the user plays a video in full-screen mode (which is typical for
planar videos and is the default for VR videos), storing the decoded
frame into the host DRAM first and then reading it again from the
host DRAM is unnecessary since there is no other plane for the DC
to merge with the video plane. Bypassing the DRAM in such (com-
mon) cases would significantly reduce unnecessary data movement
over the power-hungry off-chip interconnects [26, 39, 72, 91] and
thus improve energy efficiency. Our goal is to enable frame buffer
bypassing whenever it is possible, with minimal changes to current
mobile SoC microarchitectures.
Observation 2: Underutilization of the eDP interface ban-
dwidth. As explained in Section 2.5, the system alternates between
power states C2 (when reading a chunk to the DC buffer) and C8
(when the buffer is full) while the DC continuously sends a full
decoded frame (e.g., 24 MB for a 4K resolution) to the display panel,
which keeps both the DC and eDP receiver active during the en-
tire frame window (e.g., ∼16 ms in a 60Hz refresh rate). However,
the newest eDP interface [105] supports a maximum bandwidth
of 25.92 Gbps, where it takes only 7.2 ms to transfer an entire 4K
decoded frame. This means that the DC and eDP receiver can po-
tentially switch to a power-saving mode for 55% of the 16ms frame
window after decoding and sending the entire frame in one burst.

The root cause for this inefficiency in conventional systems is
that the display controller, eDP receiver, and pixel-formatter (PF)
are tightly coupled. For example, in a 4K display with a 60Hz refresh
rate, the pixel update rate must be fixed to about 11.3 Gbps (i.e.,
60 frames, each of which is 24 MB in size for 4K resolution, needs
to be updated every second),which dictates the DC’s transfer rate
through the eDP interface. The PF’s pixel update rate is determined
by the display panel’s resolution and refresh rate, in order to be
aligned with the update rate of the LCD panel. Note that increasing
the PF’s pixel update rate without proper changes to the LCD panel
would cause image flickering and distortion [64].

Our goal is to eliminate the bottleneck in the display panel so
that the system directly transfers a full decoded frame from the
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video-decoder (or GPU) to the display panel in a burst, exploiting
the display interface’s maximum bandwidth. Doing so would (1)
reduce the energy consumption of the host DRAM by eliminating
data movement to/from the DRAM frame buffer, and (2) increase
the system’s idle-power state residency by reducing the usage of
the processor and the display subsystem since they are active only
during the burst period.

4 BURSTLINK DESIGN
To address the two inefficiencies discussed in Section 3, we pro-
pose BurstLink, a novel system-level technique that improves the
energy efficiency of planar and VR video streaming. BurstLink is
based on two key mechanisms: Frame Buffer Bypass and Frame
Bursting. Frame Buffer Bypass directly transfers a decoded video
frame from the video decoder or the GPU to the display panel,
completely bypassing the host DRAM. Frame Bursting transfers a
complete decoded frame to the display panel in a single burst, using
the maximum bandwidth of modern display interfaces. This section
describes how the two mechanisms work to make video display
and other frame-based mobile workloads more energy-efficient in
modern mobile systems.
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Figure 5: BurstLink video processing and display.

4.1 Frame Buffer Bypass
The Frame Buffer Bypass technique redirects the processed frame
from the video decoder (VD) (or the GPU) to the display controller
(DC) via the on-chip interconnect ( 2 in Fig. 5) if two conditions are
satisfied: 1) an asserted signal from the DC (video_plane_only 1
in Fig. 5) indicating that only the video plane needs to be displayed
and thus the frame should not be merged with any other frames
and 2) a set flag in the VD (single_video) indicating that only
a single video application is running. Fig. 6 depicts the package
C-state timeline throughout the Frame Buffer Bypass procedure.
Once the CPU completes the orchestration tasks, the VD sends the
processed frame directly to the DC buffer6 instead of first buffering
it in DRAM. Bypassing DRAM allows the processor to perform this
process while the system is in the low-power state 𝐶7 (described
in Table 1) instead of the higher-power 𝐶0 power state required

6The DC buffer is implemented as a double-buffer [54], which allows the DC to
send one frame’s data to the display panel while it is simultaneously receiving data
for another frame.

) when 1) displaying only the video plane
(video_plane_only signal from DC) and 2) a single video appli-
cation is running (single_video flag in the VD). Otherwise, it
stores the decoded frame into the DRAM frame buffer (
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Figure 6: Package C-state timeline of a mobile processor us-
ing the Frame Buffer Bypass technique while displaying (a)
a 30FPS video and (b) a 60FPS video on a 60Hz display panel.

by conventional systems. When the DC buffer is full, the VD is
halted until the DC transmits the data to the DRFB in the display
panel over the eDP interface. The system power state reduces even
further to 𝐶7′, i.e., 𝐶7 with VD clock-gated. Once the buffer is
almost empty, the DC notifies the VD via the power management
unit (PMU) empty and wakeup signals (in Fig. 5) so that the VD can
continue transferring the frame to the DC buffer. The display panel
receives the data over the eDP interface and stores it directly into
the DRFB inside the display. The pixel formatter (PF) pulls the data
from the DRFB at its own IO rate and renders the pixels on the
panel.

The above process of BurstLink provides two key advantages
over conventional systems. First, BurstLink effectively bypasses
DRAM in most of the video processing stages. Doing so reduces
both DRAMbandwidth and energy consumption. Second, BurstLink
reduces the orchestration overhead that requires application and
driver involvement (e.g., programming the DMA engines and han-
dling interrupts). Doing so decreases active power state residency
(i.e., 𝐶0) and increases deep idle power state residency (e.g., 𝐶7 or
𝐶7′), thereby reducing system energy consumption.

Effectively, the Frame Buffer Bypass technique interleaves the de-
coding (projection) and display stages in both planar and VR video
processing. Unlike conventional systems that decode (or project) the
entire frame at the beginning of the frame window in power state
𝐶0, our technique distributes the frame decoding process across
the frame window while keeping intermediate data inside the DC
buffer and the DRFB. Doing so allows the decoding process to be
performed in the 𝐶7 low-power state without any performance
penalty compared to conventional systems.
Windowed Video Support. In addition to full-screen planar and
VR videos, BurstLink uses the Frame Buffer Bypassing technique
for windowed planar video,7 such as a video clip in a window inside
the browser (e.g., YouTube [18]). This feature is enabled by the
selective update capability of PSR (i.e., PSR2 described in Section
2.3) that is supported by the eDP 1.4 protocol [105].

BurstLink performs windowed video streaming in two stages. In
the first stage (which is the same as in conventional systems), the
system prepares an initial frame with the traditional components.
Suppose that a user watches a streaming video played on a web
browser. In this case, the GPU prepares the graphical parts of the

7We assume windowed video only for planar video since VR video is typically
streamed in full-screen mode with a Head-Mounted Display (HMD) [68].

browser, and the VD decodes the video frames downloaded from
the content server (e.g., YouTube) via the network. The frames from
the GPU and the VD are stored separately in different DRAM frame
buffers. Then the DC reads, scales (i.e., resizes the video frame to fit
the browser window), and overlays the frames to generate the final
integrated frame that is sent to the panel and stored in the DRFB
(or the regular RFB in conventional systems).

The second stage starts once the host processor detects that the
graphical frames from the GPU are not changing (i.e., only the video
window is being updated). Then the host processor informs the DC
and VD so that the display subsystem operates in PSR2 mode. In
this stage, the VD continues decoding the downloaded frames and
sends the decoded frames directly to the DC. The DC then directly
sends only the decoded video frames (after scaling them) to the
eDP receiver with the offsets of the video frames that define the
updated regions in the video frames. The eDP receiver selectively
updates the video only at the corresponding offsets in the DRFB,
and the PF renders the entire frame into the LCD display panel.
Falling Back to the Conventional Display Mode. For all cases
that BurstLink does not support, the system falls back to the con-
ventional display mode. For example, whenever multiple planes
are required, the system operates using the conventional video dis-
play scheme where the processor transfers all the decoded frames
through the DRAM frame buffer. To enable this, BurstLink dy-
namically selects the destination of the VD/GPU output (i.e., the
decoded frame) using the destination selector inside the VD/GPU.
As shown in Fig. 5, the destination selector directs the decoded
frame to the DC ( 2 ) when 1) displaying only the video plane
(video_plane_only signal from DC) and 2) a single video appli-
cation is running (single_video flag in the VD). Otherwise, it
stores the decoded frame into the DRAM frame buffer ( 3 ) as in
conventional schemes.

Examples of cases that BurstLink does not support include 1)
when there is a graphics interrupt (to the DC [54]) indicating that
a graphics plane is available (e.g., when the application’s GUI ap-
pears), 2) when the system exits the PSR2 mode (e.g., in case of a
windowed video display) due to a user-input interrupt (e.g., from the
touch screen or keyboard), and 3) when using multiple display pan-
els. Note that additional content like a closed-caption (CC) [59, 108]
arrives with the video stream and does not require multi-plane
support as VD handles such content.

4.2 Frame Bursting
In conventional display subsystems, the system sets the transfer
rate between the display controller (DC) and the display panel (i.e.,
the eDP interface transfer rate) depending on the display resolution
(i.e., the number of pixels per frame), panel refresh rate (i.e., the
number of displayed frames per second), and color depth (i.e., the
number of bits per pixel (bpp)) [54]. Since the PF’s throughput is
dictated by the pixel-update speed of the LCD panel, conventional
systems align the eDP transfer rate with the PF frequency, which
leads to a far lower eDP transfer rate than the maximum bandwidth
of the eDP interface (e.g., up to 25.92Gbps in eDP 1.4 [105]). This
far-from-optimal transfer rate bottlenecks BurstLink’s entire video
processing pipeline, limiting the system power states to 𝐶7 and
𝐶7′ (while decoding a frame and transferring its data to the display
panel, as shown in Fig. 6).

) as in
conventional schemes.

Examples of cases that BurstLink does not support include 1)
when there is a graphics interrupt (to the DC [54]) indicating that
a graphics plane is available (e.g., when the application’s GUI ap-
pears), 2) when the system exits the PSR2 mode (e.g., in case of a
windowed video display) due to a user-input interrupt (e.g., from the
touch screen or keyboard), and 3) when using multiple display pan-
els. Note that additional content like a closed-caption (CC) [59, 108]
arrives with the video stream and does not require multi-plane
support as VD handles such content.

4.2 Frame Bursting
In conventional display subsystems, the system sets the transfer
rate between the display controller (DC) and the display panel (i.e.,
the eDP interface transfer rate) depending on the display resolution
(i.e., the number of pixels per frame), panel refresh rate (i.e., the
number of displayed frames per second), and color depth (i.e., the
number of bits per pixel (bpp)) [54]. Since the PF’s throughput is
dictated by the pixel-update speed of the LCD panel, conventional
systems align the eDP transfer rate with the PF frequency, which
leads to a far lower eDP transfer rate than the maximum bandwidth
of the eDP interface (e.g., up to 25.92Gbps in eDP 1.4 [105]). This
far-from-optimal transfer rate bottlenecks BurstLink’s entire video
processing pipeline, limiting the system power states to C7 and
C7′ (while decoding a frame and transferring its data to the display
panel, as shown in Fig. 6).
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To leverage the maximum eDP interface bandwidth, we propose
Frame Bursting, a technique to burst transfer the decoded frame
from the processor to the display panel. With the Frame Bursting
technique, the display panel receives a full-frame over the eDP
interface and stores it directly into the DRFB (
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To leverage the maximum eDP interface bandwidth, we propose
Frame Bursting, a technique to burst transfer the decoded frame
from the processor to the display panel. With the Frame Bursting
technique, the display panel receives a full-frame over the eDP
interface and stores it directly into the DRFB ( 4 in Fig. 5) before
transferring the frame to the PF, which removes the slow update
process between the PF and the LCD panel from the critical path.
The PF can fetch the frame data from the DRFB at the rate required
by a given configuration (i.e., the display resolution, refresh rate,
and color depth) to generate pixels and send them into the LCD.
This technique reduces the utilization of the processor and the
display subsystem, enabling the system to enter deep low-power
states (e.g., 𝐶9) after quickly transferring the decoded frame to the
DRFB. The processor turns off all unused resources (e.g., the DC,
eDP interface, and DRAM) in such deep low-power states.

4.3 System Power States in BurstLink
Fig. 7 shows the power state (i.e., package C-state) timeline of a
system that supports BurstLink (i.e., both Frame Buffer Bypass and
Frame Bursting) while rendering a 30FPS (frames per second) and
60FPS planar video on a 60Hz display panel. The system resides
in power state 𝐶0 at the beginning of a frame window, where the
display driver sends the encoded video frame to the VD and then
remains idle for the rest of the frame. Once the driver is idle, the
system then alternate between 𝐶7 and 𝐶7′ power states, where the
VD decodes the video frame in multiple chunks and sends them
to the DC, which transfers the chunks to the DRFB over the eDP
interface at maximum bandwidth. Once the entire decoded frame
is sent to the DRFB, the system enters the deep low-power state
𝐶9, in which most components, including the VD, DC, and eDP
interfaces (both on processor and panel sides), are power-gated. For
every other frame of a 30FPS video, the system enters directly into
𝐶9 at the beginning of the frame (after a short driver orchestration
task in 𝐶0) state since the entire frame already exists in the DRFB.
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Figure 7: Package C-state timeline of a mobile processor
with complete BurstLink for (a) 30FPS and (b) 60FPS videos
on a 60Hz display panel.

Table 2 compares BurstLink to conventional video processing
(Baseline) in terms of the average power consumption in each
power state 𝐶𝑖 and the power-state residency (Residency), i.e., the
percentage of a frame window that the system resides in state 𝐶𝑖 .
The last column shows the average power (AvgP) of each scheme. As
shown in Table 2, BurstLink significantly reduces the average power
consumption over conventional video processing by more than 40%
by 1) enabling the system to reside in lower power states (e.g., 𝐶9)

and 2) reducing the time that the system resides in higher power
states (e.g., 𝐶0). We discuss BurstLink’s power/energy savings in
more detail in Sections 5 and 6.

Table 2: Power consumption comparison of BurstLink and
conventional video processing on an Intel Skylake SoC
when playing an FHD video at 30FPS on a 60Hz display.

Package C-states 𝐶0 𝐶2 𝐶7 𝐶8 𝐶9 AvgP (mW)

Baseline (measured) Power (mW) 5940 5445 1385 1285 1090 2162
Residency (%) 9% 11% - 80% -

BurstLink (estimated) Power (mW) 6090 5740 1530 1435 1090 1274
Residency (%) 2% - 19% - 79%

4.4 Implementation and Hardware Cost
Frame Buffer Bypass and Frame Bursting can be implemented inde-
pendently on top of a conventional display subsystem. BurstLink
incorporates both mechanisms to maximize energy efficiency.
BurstLink requires mainly three changes to a conventional sys-
tem.
DRFB.While using the double remote frame buffer (DRFB) intro-
duces additional cost, power, and area overheads, it would not be a
severe obstacle to wide adoption of BurstLink due to two reasons.
First, according to the bill-of-materials (BOM8[57]) cost estimation
of Microsoft Surface Pro [97] (our evaluated system in Section 6),
DRAM’s BOM cost is $13.9/GB while the full HD display panel
costs $100.4 [97]. Based on this estimation, doubling the existing
Tcon’s RFB from 24MB to 48MB will increase its BOM cost by only
32.5 cents (i.e., 13.9 × 24

1024 ), which is only a 0.3% increase in the
total BOM cost of the display panel (corresponding to 0.05% of
the mobile device BOM cost). Second, according to our estimation
based on Samsung’s recent proposal for a cost-effective RFB imple-
mentation [52], the additional power overhead from doubling the
size of the RFB is 58 mW (6% of the display panel power), which is
significantly lower than BurstLink’s overall power savings. Note
that the DRFB does not increase the panel size since the DRAM
of the DRFB is mounted on a flexible printed circuit board (FPCB)
rather the panel [52].
Destination Selector. As shown in Fig. 5, BurstLink dynamically
selects the destination of the video decoder’s (VD) output depending
on the 1) single_video flag in the VD and 2) video_plane_only
( 1 in Fig. 5) signal from the display controller (DC) to the destina-
tion selector. The flag and signal can be determined using two data
elements that are already stored in configuration registers in the
VD and DC. First, since each video application injects its requests
into the VD using the driver API [35, 74, 113, 115], the VD already
keeps track of the number of concurrently running video applications
(and their requirements) in its control and status registers (CSRs).
Second, since each application also sends its requirements to the
DC [54, 70], the number of used planes and each plane’s type (e.g.,
video, graphics, or cursor) are already available in the DC CSRs (e.g.,
SR02 and GRX registers in Intel DC [54]). Therefore, implementing
the destination selector is straightforward.
PMUFirmware Changes. BurstLink requires changes to the PMU
firmware to 1) enable the processor to enter power state 𝐶9 when

8Given a product, a BOM is a list of product’s immediate components with which
it is built and the components’ relationships.

in Fig. 5) before
transferring the frame to the PF, which removes the slow update
process between the PF and the LCD panel from the critical path.
The PF can fetch the frame data from the DRFB at the rate required
by a given configuration (i.e., the display resolution, refresh rate,
and color depth) to generate pixels and send them into the LCD.
This technique reduces the utilization of the processor and the
display subsystem, enabling the system to enter deep low-power
states (e.g., C9) after quickly transferring the decoded frame to the
DRFB. The processor turns off all unused resources (e.g., the DC,
eDP interface, and DRAM) in such deep low-power states.

4.3 System Power States in BurstLink
Fig. 7 shows the power state (i.e., package C-state) timeline of a
system that supports BurstLink (i.e., both Frame Buffer Bypass and
Frame Bursting) while rendering a 30FPS (frames per second) and
60FPS planar video on a 60Hz display panel. The system resides
in power state C0 at the beginning of a frame window, where the
display driver sends the encoded video frame to the VD and then
remains idle for the rest of the frame. Once the driver is idle, the
system then alternate between C7 and C7′ power states, where the
VD decodes the video frame in multiple chunks and sends them
to the DC, which transfers the chunks to the DRFB over the eDP
interface at maximum bandwidth. Once the entire decoded frame
is sent to the DRFB, the system enters the deep low-power state
C9, in which most components, including the VD, DC, and eDP
interfaces (both on processor and panel sides), are power-gated. For
every other frame of a 30FPS video, the system enters directly into
C9 at the beginning of the frame (after a short driver orchestration
task in C0) state since the entire frame already exists in the DRFB.
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Figure 7: Package C-state timeline of a mobile processor
with complete BurstLink for (a) 30FPS and (b) 60FPS videos
on a 60Hz display panel.

Table 2 compares BurstLink to conventional video processing
(Baseline) in terms of the average power consumption in each
power state Ci and the power-state residency (Residency), i.e., the
percentage of a frame window that the system resides in state Ci .
The last column shows the average power (AvgP) of each scheme. As
shown in Table 2, BurstLink significantly reduces the average power
consumption over conventional video processing by more than 40%
by 1) enabling the system to reside in lower power states (e.g., C9)

and 2) reducing the time that the system resides in higher power
states (e.g., C0). We discuss BurstLink’s power/energy savings in
more detail in Sections 5 and 6.

Table 2: Power consumption comparison of BurstLink and
conventional video processing on an Intel Skylake SoC
when playing an FHD video at 30FPS on a 60Hz display.

Package C-states C0 C2 C7 C8 C9 AvgP (mW)

Baseline (measured) Power (mW) 5940 5445 1385 1285 1090 2162
Residency (%) 9% 11% - 80% -

BurstLink (estimated) Power (mW) 6090 5740 1530 1435 1090 1274
Residency (%) 2% - 19% - 79%

4.4 Implementation and Hardware Cost
Frame Buffer Bypass and Frame Bursting can be implemented inde-
pendently on top of a conventional display subsystem. BurstLink
incorporates both mechanisms to maximize energy efficiency.
BurstLink requires mainly three changes to a conventional sys-
tem.
DRFB.While using the double remote frame buffer (DRFB) intro-
duces additional cost, power, and area overheads, it would not be a
severe obstacle to wide adoption of BurstLink due to two reasons.
First, according to the bill-of-materials (BOM8[57]) cost estimation
of Microsoft Surface Pro [97] (our evaluated system in Section 6),
DRAM’s BOM cost is $13.9/GB while the full HD display panel
costs $100.4 [97]. Based on this estimation, doubling the existing
Tcon’s RFB from 24MB to 48MB will increase its BOM cost by only
32.5 cents (i.e., 13.9 × 24

1024 ), which is only a 0.3% increase in the
total BOM cost of the display panel (corresponding to 0.05% of
the mobile device BOM cost). Second, according to our estimation
based on Samsung’s recent proposal for a cost-effective RFB imple-
mentation [52], the additional power overhead from doubling the
size of the RFB is 58 mW (6% of the display panel power), which is
significantly lower than BurstLink’s overall power savings. Note
that the DRFB does not increase the panel size since the DRAM
of the DRFB is mounted on a flexible printed circuit board (FPCB)
rather the panel [52].
Destination Selector. As shown in Fig. 5, BurstLink dynamically
selects the destination of the video decoder’s (VD) output depending
on the 1) single_video flag in the VD and 2) video_plane_only
(
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3 MOTIVATION
We present our key observations that motivate a new energy-
efficient video display scheme in modern mobile systems.
Observation 1: Unnecessary datamovement between the dis-
play subsystem and host DRAM. In current video processing
schemes, the video decoder (or GPU for virtual reality (VR) videos)
stores each decoded frame into the frame buffer in the host DRAM
( 3 and b in Fig. 2), and the display controller (DC) fetches the
decoded frame from the host DRAM to send it to the display panel
( 4 ). Doing so is necessary when there exist other planes in addi-
tion to the video plane.5 For example, suppose that there are four
planes to display: 1) the background plane that is typically a static
image, 2) the video plane that contains the video stream, 3) the
application-graphic plane for the graphical user interface (GUI), and
4) the cursor plane to display the cursor. In such a case, each plane
has its frame buffer in the host DRAM. DC reads data chunks from
each plane’s frame buffer, generates one composite chunk out of
them, and sends the composite chunk to the display panel. However,
when the user plays a video in full-screen mode (which is typical for
planar videos and is the default for VR videos), storing the decoded
frame into the host DRAM first and then reading it again from the
host DRAM is unnecessary since there is no other plane for the DC
to merge with the video plane. Bypassing the DRAM in such (com-
mon) cases would significantly reduce unnecessary data movement
over the power-hungry off-chip interconnects [26, 39, 72, 91] and
thus improve energy efficiency. Our goal is to enable frame buffer
bypassing whenever it is possible, with minimal changes to current
mobile SoC microarchitectures.
Observation 2: Underutilization of the eDP interface ban-
dwidth. As explained in Section 2.5, the system alternates between
power states C2 (when reading a chunk to the DC buffer) and C8
(when the buffer is full) while the DC continuously sends a full
decoded frame (e.g., 24 MB for a 4K resolution) to the display panel,
which keeps both the DC and eDP receiver active during the en-
tire frame window (e.g., ∼16 ms in a 60Hz refresh rate). However,
the newest eDP interface [105] supports a maximum bandwidth
of 25.92 Gbps, where it takes only 7.2 ms to transfer an entire 4K
decoded frame. This means that the DC and eDP receiver can po-
tentially switch to a power-saving mode for 55% of the 16ms frame
window after decoding and sending the entire frame in one burst.

The root cause for this inefficiency in conventional systems is
that the display controller, eDP receiver, and pixel-formatter (PF)
are tightly coupled. For example, in a 4K display with a 60Hz refresh
rate, the pixel update rate must be fixed to about 11.3 Gbps (i.e.,
60 frames, each of which is 24 MB in size for 4K resolution, needs
to be updated every second),which dictates the DC’s transfer rate
through the eDP interface. The PF’s pixel update rate is determined
by the display panel’s resolution and refresh rate, in order to be
aligned with the update rate of the LCD panel. Note that increasing
the PF’s pixel update rate without proper changes to the LCD panel
would cause image flickering and distortion [64].

Our goal is to eliminate the bottleneck in the display panel so
that the system directly transfers a full decoded frame from the

5A plane is a window of content to be displayed on the screen that defines an
independent data stream. The final image is a composition (overlay) of different planes
in a pre-defined order of superposition [62].

video-decoder (or GPU) to the display panel in a burst, exploiting
the display interface’s maximum bandwidth. Doing so would (1)
reduce the energy consumption of the host DRAM by eliminating
data movement to/from the DRAM frame buffer, and (2) increase
the system’s idle-power state residency by reducing the usage of
the processor and the display subsystem since they are active only
during the burst period.

4 BURSTLINK DESIGN
To address the two inefficiencies discussed in Section 3, we pro-
pose BurstLink, a novel system-level technique that improves the
energy efficiency of planar and VR video streaming. BurstLink is
based on two key mechanisms: Frame Buffer Bypass and Frame
Bursting. Frame Buffer Bypass directly transfers a decoded video
frame from the video decoder or the GPU to the display panel,
completely bypassing the host DRAM. Frame Bursting transfers a
complete decoded frame to the display panel in a single burst, using
the maximum bandwidth of modern display interfaces. This section
describes how the two mechanisms work to make video display
and other frame-based mobile workloads more energy-efficient in
modern mobile systems.
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Figure 5: BurstLink video processing and display.

4.1 Frame Buffer Bypass
The Frame Buffer Bypass technique redirects the processed frame
from the video decoder (VD) (or the GPU) to the display controller
(DC) via the on-chip interconnect ( 2 in Fig. 5) if two conditions are
satisfied: 1) an asserted signal from the DC (video_plane_only 1
in Fig. 5) indicating that only the video plane needs to be displayed
and thus the frame should not be merged with any other frames
and 2) a set flag in the VD (single_video) indicating that only
a single video application is running. Fig. 6 depicts the package
C-state timeline throughout the Frame Buffer Bypass procedure.
Once the CPU completes the orchestration tasks, the VD sends the
processed frame directly to the DC buffer6 instead of first buffering
it in DRAM. Bypassing DRAM allows the processor to perform this
process while the system is in the low-power state 𝐶7 (described
in Table 1) instead of the higher-power 𝐶0 power state required

6The DC buffer is implemented as a double-buffer [54], which allows the DC to
send one frame’s data to the display panel while it is simultaneously receiving data
for another frame.

in Fig. 5) signal from the display controller (DC) to the destina-
tion selector. The flag and signal can be determined using two data
elements that are already stored in configuration registers in the
VD and DC. First, since each video application injects its requests
into the VD using the driver API [35, 74, 113, 115], the VD already
keeps track of the number of concurrently running video applications
(and their requirements) in its control and status registers (CSRs).
Second, since each application also sends its requirements to the
DC [54, 70], the number of used planes and each plane’s type (e.g.,
video, graphics, or cursor) are already available in the DC CSRs (e.g.,
SR02 and GRX registers in Intel DC [54]). Therefore, implementing
the destination selector is straightforward.
PMUFirmware Changes. BurstLink requires changes to the PMU
firmware to 1) enable the processor to enter power state C9 when

8Given a product, a BOM is a list of product’s immediate components with which
it is built and the components’ relationships.
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Frame Buffer Bypassing is enabled, 2) wake up the VD (i.e., switch
to power state C7) to resume frame data decoding once the DC
buffer is empty, and 3) enable the DC to transfer the decoded frame
data using the maximum eDP bandwidth when Frame Bursting
is activated. We estimate that these changes increase the power-
management firmware code (e.g., Pcode [36] in the Intel Skylake
SoC) by only a few tens of lines,9 which leads to only a 0.004%
increase in the processor’s die area for the Intel Skylake SoC [27].

4.5 Generalization of BurstLink Techniques
BurstLink aims to improve the energy efficiency of video streaming
(which is one of the most important application scenarios in modern
mobile systems). However, the proposed techniques can also be used
in more general frame-based applications such as video capture
(recording), audio streaming, video chat, social networking, and
interactive games. A general takeaway from BurstLink is that using
main memory (DRAM) as a communication hub between system
components is energy-inefficient. Instead, BurstLink uses small
remote memory (e.g., 48MB DRFB, which is only 0.3% of 16GB
DRAM) near the data consumer (e.g., a display panel) or the data
producer (e.g., a camera sensor) to significantly reduce the number
of costly main memory accesses in frame-based applications.

5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We outline our methodology for evaluating BurstLink. First, we
describe our workloads. Second, we introduce our new industry-
grade analytical powermodel for evaluating the baseline system and
BurstLink. We open-source our model online [1]. Third, we discuss
our process for validating our model against power measurements
from a real modern mobile device that is based on the Intel Skylake
system.

5.1 Workloads
We evaluate BurstLink with planar and VR video-streaming work-
loads [7, 24], which are used in standard industrial benchmarks
for battery-life [2, 7, 78–80] and academic evaluations of video-
streaming optimizations [15, 28, 33, 68, 73, 74, 85, 113, 115, 116].
These workloads typically assume that only a single application
(e.g., video streaming in our evaluation) runs on the system. In
smartphones and tablets, the currently used application typically
runs in full-screen mode, while the other opened applications are
normally sent to the background and moved to a suspended state.
This assumption is also true of our evaluated system, the Microsoft
Surface [109] when running in Tablet-Mode [99].

5.2 Analytical Power Model
Modeling the Baseline System. We develop a new analytical
power model that estimates the average system power, Poweravд ,
within a frame window, as follows:

Poweravд =
∑10
i=0 PCi · RCi + P_enCi · Lat_enCi + P_exCi · Lat_exCi

PCi denotes the average system power consumption in power state
Ci (e.g., package C-states in Table 1). P_enCi and P_exCi denote

9This estimation is based on the number of lines of code for Pcode in Intel Skylake
systems to fill the DC buffer [36].

the average power consumption while entering and exiting state
Ci , respectively. RCi denotes the residency at power state Ci , i.e.,
the percentage of the total time the system spends at power state
Ci . Lat_enCi (Lat_exCi ) denotes the latency for entering (exiting)
power state Ci . We use a synthetic benchmark to 1) place the sys-
tem in different power states, and 2) measure entry and exit la-
tencies [90]. We obtain power state residency using processor’s
residency reporting counters [55]. Our power model inherently
accounts for major system parameters such as 1) DC buffer size,
2) DRAM capacity, 3) DRAM bandwidth, and 4) eDP bandwidth.
These parameters can directly affect each state’s residency and
power consumption, and the frequency with which the system
switches between power states.

For power states in which the DRAM is active (i.e., not in self-
refresh, such as in packageC0 andC2 states as shown in Table 1), the
power state’s average system power consumption (i.e., PCi ) depends
also on DRAM power, which is correlated to DRAM bandwidth. We
model DRAMpower consumption in two parts: 1) background power,
which is consumed regardless of memory access characteristics and
only depends on DRAM power states (i.e., self-refresh, CKE-High
(active), CKE-Low (fast power-down) [26]), and 2) operating power,
which highly depends on DRAM read/write bandwidth [19, 26, 34].
First, to model background power, we record the time spent in each
DRAM power state. We weight the power consumption in each
state by the measured time values to obtain the average background
power. Note that the DRAM power states in our processor are
correlated to the package C-states. For example, DRAM is in the
active (CKE-High) state only in C0 and C2 states while it is in
the self-refresh state in all other package C-states. Second, we
model the operating power by multiplying the average power per
unit read/write bandwidth (e.g., 1 GB/s) by the actual read/write
bandwidth consumed. To determine the average power per unit read
(write) bandwidth, we 1) run a memory benchmark that generates
reads (writes) at different bandwidth values (similar to [94]), 2)
measure DRAM power consumption, and 3) extrapolate the power
consumption per 1GB/s reads (writes).
Modeling the BurstLink System.Wemodel the power consump-
tion of the system enhanced with the two techniques of BurstLink
using measured data from our baseline power model. The two tech-
niques of BurstLink affect both the residency and power level at
each package C-state. For example, C9 residency increases as the
system finishes transferring each decoded frame more quickly.

We carefully model the estimated average power consumption
(i.e., PCi ) and the residency (i.e., RCi ) at each power state Ci with
BurstLink, taking into account two essential factors. 1) Inactive sys-
tem components (e.g., power-gated DC or DRAM in the self-refresh
state) in each power state. 2) Changes in each SoC component’s
operating frequency (e.g., the DC and eDP interface consume more
power when using the maximum eDP bandwidth for Frame Burst-
ing). We plug in the new values in our analytical model to estimate
the average system power consumption when applying each of
BurstLink’s techniques.

5.3 Measurements and Power Model Validation
Baseline System. We use an Intel reference design for high-end
tablet devices [114], such as the Microsoft Surface Pro [109]. Our
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baseline system is equipped with an Intel Skylake [27, 31] processor
(whose specifications are summarized in Table 3), and multiple
debug/configuration capabilities.

Table 3: Baseline system.

Processor Intel i5-6300U Skylake [96], 14 nm,
TDP: 15 W
Frequencies: 800-2400 MHz, L3: 3
MB

Memory LPDDR3-1866MHz [56], 8 GB, dual-
channel

To validate our power model for the baseline and BurstLink sys-
tems, we carry out the following steps: 1) we measure the average
power and residency at each power state in the baseline system,
2) we break down the measured power into system components,
and 3) we measure the effect of frequency/bandwidth changes on
the average power and residency at each power-state. We compare
all our power measurements to the estimations provided by our
power model.
Measurement Setup. For the system power measurements, we
use a Keysight N6705B DC power analyzer [60] equipped with
an N6781A source measurement unit (SMU) [61]. The N6705B is
normally used for high-accuracy (around 99.975% [61]) power mea-
surement of low-power devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets).
The power analyzer measures and logs the instantaneous power
consumption of different device components. Control/analysis soft-
ware (14585A [60]) for data visualization and management runs on
a separate laptop connected to the power analyzer.

Fig. 8 shows the power measurement setup of the Intel Skylake
mobile system [27, 31, 44, 112] under study. The system has a
battery and multiple power supplies (i.e., voltage regulators [40,
41]) for the mobile system components. We refer the reader to the
Keysight manual [60] for more detail on the actual connections
of measurement wires to the N6705B power analyzer, the design
under test (DUT), DUT’s battery, and control/analysis software.
The power analyzer can measure the power consumption of the
different power states (C0, C2, and C7–9) in a single experiment.
We measure the residency of each C-state using the Intel VTune
profiler [53] on our evaluated workloads.
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Figure 8: Power measurement of the Intel Skylake mobile
system using the Keysight N6705B DC power analyzer [60]
(left). Illustration of Microsoft Surface Pro tablet’s system
components [109] (right).

Baseline Power Measurements. We carry out multiple measure-
ments for different system components, including the processor,

DRAM, chipset, and display. As illustrated in Fig. 8, we connect
the power analyzer’s four channels to measurement points a-f for
individual power domains, and measurement point T for the total
system power drained out of the battery. For the processor power,
we measure four voltage domains: 1) V_Core, the voltage supply
for cores and last-level-cache (LLC), 2) V_GFX, the voltage supply
for the graphics engine and the VD, 3) V_IO, the voltage supply
for the IOs including the eDP DRAM, DDRIO (digital part), and
the interface to the chipset, and 4) V_SA, the voltage supply for
the system agent10 that contains several controllers, including the
memory controller and DC. Each measurement uses four analog
channels with a 50-µs sampling interval.
Power Breakdown into SystemComponents.We further break
down the measured processor power consumption into proces-
sor’s sub-components (e.g., VD, DC, eDP, memory-controller) using
power estimation techniques [38]. Using the design characteristics
of these components (such as capacitance, leakage, operational fre-
quency, and voltage), we estimate their relative power consumption.
Next, using the measured power consumption of the system, we es-
timate the power of each component. Note that other power estima-
tion techniques can also be used to determine this component-level
power breakdown [14, 17, 66].
Power Model Accuracy. To validate our model, we run four rep-
resentative battery life workloads [7]: web browsing, light gaming,
video conferencing, and video playback with multiple display res-
olution setups. We measure average system power (as explained
above) and collect package C-states residencies along with each
run. We use our analytical power model to estimate the average
power consumption of these workloads. Then, we compare the
measured vs. estimated average power consumption. We find that
the accuracy of our analytical power model is approximately 96%
for the evaluated workloads. The accuracy for each of the four
mainly-used power states in our battery-life workloads, C0, C2, C7,
and C8, is 97.4%, 96.2%, 95.1%, and 94.7%, respectively.

6 EVALUATION
We evaluate BurstLink against the baseline video display system
(described in Fig. 2) with five studies. 1) We study energy reduction
for four different display resolutions for planar video streaming. 2)
We show energy reduction of different workloads and resolutions
for VR video streaming. 3) We show the effect of frame rate on
BurstLink energy reduction. 4) We compare BurstLink to state-of-
the-art techniques that reduce the energy consumption of video
processing. 5)We evaluate the benefits of BurstLink for othermobile
workloads than video display.

6.1 Planar Video Streaming Energy Reduction
Fig. 9 shows the energy consumption of each technique of BurstLink
(i.e., Frame Bursting and Frame Buffer Bypassing) and the full
BurstLink, normalized to the baseline system, averaged across frame
windows of 30 FPS videos displaying on a 60 Hz panel.

We make two major observations. First, BurstLink reduces the
overall system energy consumption by 37% for an FHD display.

10SA stands for System Agent which houses the traditional Northbridge chip
[23, 83]. SA contains several functionalities, such as the memory controller and the IO
controllers/engines [39, 40, 45, 107].
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Figure 9: Total system energy reduction of Frame Bursting,
Frame Buffer Bypassing, and BurstLink for 30 FPSHD video.

Frame Bursting and Frame Buffer Bypassing reduce overall energy
by 23% and 31% compared to the baseline, respectively. Second,
BurstLink’s energy reduction increases as display resolution in-
creases. For a 5K display, BurstLink reduces the overall system
energy by ∼42%.

Fig. 10 compares BurstLink’s system energy consumption break-
down across three major system components, i.e., DRAM, display,
and others (which includes the processor, WiFi network card, and
eMMC storage) with that of the baseline system. BurstLink reduces
the total dissipated energy of DRAM by 3.8× and 5.7× for FHD
and 5K resolutions, respectively. The higher the video resolution,
the higher the DRAM’s relative energy consumption out of the
entire system energy consumption, and therefore, the higher the
energy reduction of BurstLink. BurstLink reduces the total dissi-
pated energy of others by 13.1× and 2.1× for FHD and 5K resolu-
tions, respectively. The higher the video resolution, the lower the
processor’s relative energy consumption out of the entire system
energy consumption, and therefore, the lower the energy reduction
of BurstLink.
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Figure 10: Energy breakdown into system components.

6.2 VR Video Streaming Energy Reduction
Fig. 11 shows the energy reduction of five 360◦ VR streaming work-
loads [24] when running with BurstLink. We assume an optimized
state-of-the-art VR streaming scheme [68, 116] in the baseline,
which significantly reduces the compute energy compared to tradi-
tional schemes.

We make two major observations. First, BurstLink reduces the
overall system energy consumption by up to 33%. Compute-energy-
dominant (mainly GPU) workloads have lower benefits compared to
memory-energy-dominant workloads (as would be expected), since
BurstLink greatly reduces memory energy. Second, BurstLink’s
benefits decrease as VR display resolution increases. This is mainly
because compute energy becomes more dominant in VR workloads
as display resolution increases [68, 116], which leaves less relative
potential for BurstLink to save in memory energy.
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Figure 11: (a) VR video streaming energy reduction for five
VRworkloads. (b) Energy reduction for different VR display
resolutions of theRhinoworkload (otherworkloads are sim-
ilar).

6.3 Effect of Video Frame Rate
We evaluate BurstLink with 60 FPS HD videos. BurstLink’s energy
reduction increases as video frame rate increases from 30 FPS (in Fig.
9) to 60 FPS. As shown in Fig. 12, BurstLink reduces overall energy
consumption by 46% and 47% for FHD and 5K display resolutions,
respectively.
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Figure 12: Total system energy reduction of Frame Burst-
ing, Frame Buffer Bypassing, and BurstLink for 60 FPS HD
videos.

Based on these results, we make two key observations. First,
workloads with 60 FPS obtain higher energy benefits compared to
those with 30 FPS. This result is expected since, workloads with 30
FPS have reduced baseline bandwidth and DRAM energy consump-
tion as they utilize the optimization described in Fig. 3. Therefore,
the relative DRAM energy saving of BurstLink is lower than that
for workloads with 60 FPS. Second, DRAM and eDP bandwidth
consumption increase as display resolution increases and/or as re-
fresh rate increases. As a result, BurstLink’s energy reduction also
increases with increased display resolution and/or refresh rate. This
observation makes BurstLink even more critical for future display
technology, given the trends of increasing resolutions and refresh
rates.

6.4 Benefits over Existing Techniques
We study the benefits of using BurstLink with state-of-the-art tech-
niques such as 1) video compression schemes [3, 8, 9, 29, 54, 75,
86, 93], 2) a recent technique by Zhang et al. [115] that combines
race-to-sleep [25, 30], content caching [71, 95], and display caching
[111] techniques, and 3) Virtualizing IP chains (VIP) [74] technique.
Effect of FrameBuffer Compression (FBC). The evaluated Intel
Skylake system supports FBC [54]. FBC compresses a decoded video
frame before storing it in the frame buffer region in host DRAM
to reduce the data movement overhead and DRAM bandwidth
consumption. Modern FBC techniques can compress video frames
with up to 50% compression rate. FBC leads to high computational
overheads [8, 93] and significant storage overhead. For example,
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Intel’s FBC uses a region of memory reserved for graphics data to
store the compressed frame buffer [54].

Moreover, FBC techniques are error-prone due to the design
complexity of compression blocks and algorithms [81]. Therefore,
several systems allow the display driver to enable or disable this
feature [3, 8, 54].

Fig. 13 compares the energy consumption of BurstLink to the
baseline system with FBC enabled. As the effect of FBC is more
prominent in higher resolution videos, we only show the energy
consumption for 4K and 5K resolution displays with a 60Hz refresh
rate. As shown in Fig. 13, FBC with 50% compression rate can
reduce overall system energy consumption by 9% for a 4K resolution
display.

On the other hand, BurstLink eliminates the DRAM storage
overhead by bypassing DRAM and directly transferring the de-
coded frame to PSR in burst. Besides DRAM bandwidth reduction,
BurstLink enables the system to spend more time in deep idle power
states where several components are power-gated (e.g., DC and
eDP interface in the processor and the display panel). As shown
in Fig. 13, BurstLink reduces overall energy consumption by 40.6%
for 4K displays.
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Figure 13: Energy reduction of BurstLink over a baseline
with frame buffer compression (refresh rate: 60Hz).

Race-to-Sleep, Content Caching, and Display Caching.
Zhang et al. [115] propose a mechanism to save video process-
ing energy consumption by applying three techniques: 1) batching
several encoded frames and boosting the VD frequency to decode
multiple frames at once to increase system idle periods, allowing
the system to enter deep idle power states, 2) caching decoded mac-
roblocks in VD to reduce the data written to DRAM, and 3) using
a cache in DC to reduce the amount of data that the system reads
from DRAM. This mechanism is an extension of a prior mechanism,
short-circuiting [113], which proposes techniques 2) and 3).

Zhang et al. [115]’s mechanism has significant design complexity
because it requires implementing two special caching schemes,
frame batching and concurrent decoding of several frames. The
average DRAM bandwidth reduction of this mechanism is 34%
[115] (for the three techniques combined), reducing the overall
system energy consumption of 4K video streaming by 6%. On the
other hand, BurstLink eliminates the DRAM overhead completely
by transferring the decoded frame directly to PSR and reduces the
overall system energy consumption by 40.6% for 4K displays. We
conclude that BurstLink has higher energy reduction than [115]’s
three techniques combined (including short-circuiting [113]).
Virtualizing IP Chains (VIP). VIP [74] proposes two main mech-
anisms. First, it reduces the CPU core orchestration overhead of

invoking several IPs when running frame-based applications (e.g.,
video playback) by 1) chaining of IPs (i.e., the output of an IP in
the chain is an input to the next IP in the chain) to avoid data
transfer through the DRAM and 2) initiating the handling of multi-
ple frames at the same time. BurstLink also reduces the CPU core
orchestration overhead (from approximately 10% to less than 5%
of the frame time) by offloading part of the orchestration task to
the PMU firmware (as we discuss in Sec 4.1). One of the main ad-
vantages of BurstLink over VIP is that unlike VIP, which requires
substantial changes to the software stack, BurstLink is transparent
to the application and requires only a few changes to the drivers
(e.g., video decoder driver).

Second, VIP reduces the traffic to DRAM by enabling direct
communication between IPs (IP-to-IP chaining) instead of using
DRAM. Compared to BurstLink, VIP is limited due to two main
reasons. First, the traffic of frame-based applications is not always a
chain. One IP waits for traffic from two (or more) other IPs/sources
to complete its task in many cases. For example, in windowed
video playback (discussed in Section 4.1), the DC needs the data of
multiple frame buffers to generate the final image. Second, VIP does
not solve the key bottleneck in the display data flow, where the
decoding and displaying processes occupy the entire frame window
(e.g., within 16ms) because the display panel consumes the frame
data within the entire frame time. This bottleneck forces the VD,
DC, and the eDP interface (at both SoC and display panel) to remain
active across the entire frame. BurstLink avoids this bottleneck with
the Frame Bursting technique.

In addition to the above advantages of BurstLink over VIP, our
results (when modeling VIP using our power model) show that
BurstLink has higher energy reduction over VIP for 4K video stream-
ing workloads due to the ability of BurstLink to turn off the VD, DC,
and the eDP interface during the majority of the frame window.

6.5 Benefits on Other Mobile Workloads
Besides video streaming, other popular mobile computing work-
loads can benefit fromBurstLink’s two techniques (i.e., Frame Buffer
Bypassing and Frame Bursting). We demonstrate this with the fol-
lowing two examples.

First, high resolution local (i.e., not streaming) video-playback
(e.g., 4K with 120/144Hz or 5K with 60Hz) can exhibit lower DRAM
energy consumption when using the DRAM Frame Buffer Bypass-
ing technique. Fig. 14(a) shows the large (more than 40%) energy
reduction of our Frame Buffer Bypassing technique when playing
three local video files with different resolutions and/or frame rates.
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Figure 14: (a) Energy reduction of Frame Buffer Bypassing
for three high video and display resolutions. (b) Energy re-
duction of Frame Bursting for four mobile computing work-
loads.
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Second, we demonstrate BurstLink’s benefits under four mobile
workloads: video capturing, video conferencing, casual gaming [7],
and MobileMark [12].11 In a mobile device (e.g., a tablet), these
workloads render images on display using one plane (usually the
graphics plane). In these applications, the DC transfers the frame
data from the DRAM frame buffer into the display panel. When
the DC detects that a single plane exists,12 it activates the Frame
Bursting technique of BurstLink, which transfers the frame buffer
from DRAM into the DRFB in a burst. Frame Bursting reduces en-
ergy consumption by 1) increasing the idle time of these workloads,
as the workloads spend less time transferring the frame buffer
and more time in low-power states, and 2) power-gating the DC
and the eDP interface at both the processor and the display panel.
Fig. 14(b) shows the large energy reduction of Frame Bursting for
four workloads on a high-end tablet.

7 RELATEDWORK
To our knowledge, this is the first work to leverage Panel-Self-
Refresh memory to improve the energy efficiency of video process-
ing in modern mobile computing systems. BurstLink significantly
reduces costly data movement between DRAM and display subsys-
tem components and enables frame transfer with the maximum
display bandwidth, which allows the system to reside in lower
power states. We briefly discuss related prior work that we classify
into five categories.
Buffer Compression. Many prior works [8, 9, 29, 51, 86, 93, 110]
propose various frame buffer compression techniques, such as run-
length encoding (RLE) [93] and differential pulse code modulation
(DPCM) [93], which increase the effective DRAM bandwidth (by
reducing the amount of transferred frame data) and thus improve
display processing performance. We already show that BurstLink
outperforms frame buffer compression (Section 6.4).
Batching of Decoded Frames. Zhang et al. [115] propose three
optimizations to increase the idle time (race to halt) and reduce
bandwidth from VD to DRAM and DRAM to DC in video process-
ing. Their proposals lie across batch processing, content and display
caching and frequency/voltage optimization. We already demon-
strate the clear advantages of BurstLink over these optimizations
(Section 6.4).

Other prior works [20, 58, 101] propose different batching and
pipelining techniques at a macro-block level. As BurstLink offers to
achieve energy efficiency through leveraging PSR memory directly,
similar techniques for batch processing can be easily combined
with our proposal to increase energy improvement.
Optimizing Frequency/Voltage. Several prior works improve en-
ergy efficiency by reducing the voltage and frequency of 1) the
logic used for decoding/encoding [73, 84, 85] or 2) multiple system
domains [39]. BurstLink, on the other hand, does not depend on
frequency/voltage scaling for its energy improvement.
Other PSR-based proposals. Prior works [13, 16, 46, 47, 64, 92,
103] use the PSR frame buffer mainly for static images rather than

11MobileMark is an application-based benchmark that reflects usage patterns of
business mobile users in the areas of office productivity, creativity and web browsing.

12The number of active planes is known to the DC. The DC uses this information
in multi-plane cases, where it reads from multiple frame buffers to overlay the planes
[54].

bypassing DRAM. BurstLink uses the PSR for static and dynamic im-
ages to skip costly data movement and significantly reduce DRAM
energy consumption.

8 CONCLUSION
We introduce BurstLink, a new energy-efficient planar and VR video
display scheme that uses display panel local memory to eliminate
buffering frames in main memory. BurstLink directly transfers a full
decoded frame from the video-decoder (or GPU) to the display panel
in a burst, exploiting the display interface’s maximum bandwidth.
Doing so (1) reduces the energy consumption of the host DRAM by
eliminating data movement to/from the DRAM frame buffer, and
(2) increases the system’s idle-power state residency by reducing
the usage of the processor and the display subsystem since they
are active only during the burst period. BurstLink reduces system
energy consumption for 4K planar and VR video streaming by 41%
and 33%, respectively, and its benefits increase as display resolution
and/or refresh rate increases. As video consumption in mobile
devices continues to increase sharply, along with an increase in
display resolution to meet user satisfaction, BurstLink is poised
to provide high energy efficiency in current and next-generation
mobile processors. BurstLink’s techniques can also be used in more
general frame-based applications such as video capture (recording),
audio streaming, video chat, social networking, and interactive
games.

A general takeaway from BurstLink is that using main memory
(DRAM) as a communication hub between system components is
energy-inefficient. Instead, BurstLink uses small remote memory
near the data consumer (e.g., a display panel) to significantly re-
duce the number of costly main memory accesses in frame-based
applications.
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